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Abstract
Statens veterinärmedicinska anstalt, SVA, is a government agency that works for better animal and human
health with a primary focus on infectious animal diseases. One of their projects involves tracking the spread
of Campylobacter infection in broilers and the occurrence of antimicrobial resistance in these bacteria. A
pipeline was developed to contribute to making the analysis of Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) data
from Campylobacter more e�ective. This was done by changing the currently used pipeline’s programming
language from Perl to Python and adding the possibility to run multiple analyses in parallel. With
parallelization, the time for running multiple analyses was reduced compared to running them sequentially,
even if it was not as fast in practice as in theory. It also did not work as well when running parallel analyses of
di�erent strains compared to identical strains. Furthermore, di�erent attributes of the pipeline were changed
or added to improve the pipeline and a database comparison was performed in order to suggest the best ones
for future use. VFDB, CARD, and MEGARes were suggested as appropriate databases to use in future
WGS analysis of Campylobacter. Due to a lack of resources and technical di�culties, some of the requested
attributes for the pipeline could not be implemented, such as the tool Pilon and the inclusion of MLST and
cgMLST analysis. Nonetheless, the pipeline is well structured, has most of the requested tools, and is easy to
run. With some minor improvements, the pipeline will be a useful tool for SVA and their project.
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Terms and abbreviations

FASTA Text-based format for storing a biological sequence

FASTQ Text-based format for storing a biological sequence
and its corresponding quality scores

WGS Whole genome sequencing

pipeline Sequence of functions or programs where the
output of one is the input of the next

sequence alignment Arranging protein or DNA sequences to identify
regions of similarity to known genes or regions
from databases

raw reads Files obtained from a genome sequencing machine,
most often in FASTQ format

genome assembly Combining raw reads into in correct order to
create original chromosomal sequences of DNA

short/long reads Shorter (<5000 bp) or longer (5000-30000 bp)
reads obtained from di�erent kinds of sequencing
technologies

single/paired end reads Reads obtained from di�erent kinds of sequencing
technologies. In single-end reading a fragment is
sequenced in one direction, and in paired-end even
in  reverse direction

contigs Set of overlapping DNA segments that together
represent a consensus region of DNA

sca�olds Portion of the genome sequence reconstructed
from contigs

adaptors Short oligonucleotides connected to the ends of
DNA fragments of interest to be combined with
primers for ampli�cation

indels Insertions or deletions of one or more nucleotides
in a DNA sequence
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1 Introduction

1.1 Aim of The Project
In this project a pipeline is produced in Python. The pipeline can assemble a Campylobacter genome from
short paired end Illumina genome sequence reads and align it to genes associated with antimicrobial
resistance (AMR) and virulence related genes from several databases. Information about the assemblies, an
assembled genome and what AMR or virulence-related genes the genome contains are received as output.
The assembly-information includes the quality of the inserted reads, assembly metrics such as the percentage
of guanine and cytosine (GC) bases, number of contigs and their lengths, as well as taxonomic information.
A database comparison is performed to be able to give a recommendation for further use of the pipeline. To
be able to analyse multiple genomes at a time the pipeline is also parallelized. Most tasks except for the
assembly metrics were performed using already existing tools and databases. The pipeline is produced for
Statens Veterinärmedicinska Anstalt. The pipeline they currently use but which is in need of updates was
received and used as a template for this project. Lastly, the project was analysed ethically.

1.2 UPPMAX and Slurm
The pipeline created for this project is run through the operating system Linux, that Uppsala University’s
UPPMAX super computers run on. SVA also uses Linux with their own powerful computers which made
this set up suitable. UPPMAX uses Slurm as a batch system to divide the computational power more
e�ectively (Lundberg n.d.). A batch system is when programs from many users are grouped together and
sent to the computer in a single batch (JavaTpoint n.d.). This is very useful since it decreases the overall time
it takes to complete jobs. Through Slurm, the user can do the following: access UPPMAX computer nodes
to run programs on or allocate nodes to start, execute and monitor work  (SchedMD n.d.). When
submitting a job, Slurm assigns nodes, which is a unit in a data structure that can be allocated to the user,
which allows them to do parallel work or queue work.

1.3 Delimitations Made to the Project
Some delimitations to the project were needed in order to meet the goal of �nishing a functional pipeline
and report within the time limit. Due to this MLST and cgMLST analysis as well as Pilon were not included
in the pipeline. MLST analysis stands for multilocus sequence typing analysis and is a method used to get
information about bacteria population’s structure and evolution (Belén et al. 2009). The di�erence between
MLST analysis and cgMLST analysis is that cgMLST, which stands for core genome MLST, uses a large
number of genes in the core genome (de Sales et al. 2020). The goal with using a MLST analysis is to be able
to see the genetic diversity within the same population.

Another limitation that was made in the project was to not include Pilon in the gene assembly. Pilon is a
software tool that can be used to improve draft assemblies and �nd variation in strains (Walker et al. 2014).
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2 The Theory Behind The Project
Statens Veterinärmedicinska Anstalt, SVA, in English called The National Veterinary Institute, is an expert
authority that works for better animal and human health with a primary focus on infectious animal diseases:
what causes them, how they spread and how they can be prevented (Livsmedelsverket n.d.). Among other
things, SVA also assists with vaccine preparedness for future outbreaks of infectious animal diseases and
monitors the spread of antibiotic resistance.

Campylobacter is a genus of bacteria that usually does not a�ect animals, but causes disease in humans
(WHO n.d. a). Most of the bacterial gastroenteritis in humans is caused by Campylobacter. Animals and
animal products are the main sources of Campylobacter that infect humans. SVA is, in collaboration with
Folkhälsomyndigheten, also part of a larger project which analyzes Campylobacter from broilers and human
cases (Statens veterinärmedicinska anstalt n.d.). The project is funded by the government research council
Formas with the goal of gaining a deeper understanding regarding the spread of Campylobacter in Sweden to
eventually be able to reduce the number of cases. One part of the project is sequencing whole Campylobacter
genomes. The sequencing will help investigate bacterial genotypes circulating in the Swedish livestock
industry and the spread of antibiotic resistance genes.

SVA has asked for a pipeline to be used in their analysis of Campylobacter. SVA is currently using a
functional pipeline, but they want it to be updated in performance and usability. A pipeline can be
compared to a production chain, where the main task is split into several simpler and smaller steps
(Nationalencyklopedin n.d.). In this case the pipeline should be able to assemble a whole genome from
shorter sequences, give information about the quality of the genome, and determine the presence of
antimicrobial resistance (AMR) and virulence-related genes.

2.1 Campylobacter
Campylobacter is a gram-negative bacteria commonly found in warm-blooded animals such as poultry,
cattle, and pigs. Unlike gram-positive bacteria, gram-negative bacteria have an outer membrane and a thin
peptidoglycan layer, making them more resistant against antibiotics. Campylobacter mostly spread to
humans through food borne transmissions, for example via undercooked meat (WHO n.d.). According to
WHO, Campylobacter is one of the most common food borne pathogens and most common cause for
diarrhoeal diseases in the world. In most cases, Campylobacter infections are not deadly, but for young
children and elderly the infection caused by the bacteria can be fatal. The spread of Campylobacter is hard to
trace, but poultry is believed to be the most common source of infection.

Since there is little information about the spread of Campylobacter, it is hard to know how to prevent it
from infecting humans. Mostly, Campylobacter is spread from a single case event and is very rarely spread
from one human to another (New York State Department of Health n.d.). This makes the mapping of how
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the bacteria are spread more central, since the reported cases can be tracked down to speci�c sources such as
an outbreak from a certain farm for example.

There are 22 species of Campylobacter where the most common one is C. jejuni which is responsible for over
80% of all the reported infectious cases of the bacteria (Panzenhagen et al. 2021). Di�erent species of the
bacteria are able to colonise di�erent animals, thus resulting in Campylobacter being found in many di�erent
foods with animal origin.

It has recently been discovered that Campylobacter has become more resistant against certain types of
antibiotics (Facciolà et al. 2017). To be able to prevent the development of resistance in Campylobacter the
amount of antibiotics used against bacteria needs to be reduced. By having strict sanitary rules when
handling poultry and also vaccinating the poultry, the risks of the animal being contaminated with
Campylobacter might be reduced, leading to decrease in antibiotic use.

2.2 AMR and Virulence Genes
AMR stands for antimicrobial resistance and is one of the top global threats to public health (WHO 2022b).
Examples of AMR are antibiotics, antivirals, and antifungals and they all cause the ability to withstand
antimicrobial treatment. As a result, this makes illnesses caused by these microorganisms much harder or
even impossible to treat. One of the main causes to why this has become a problem in our society is the
misuse and overuse of antimicrobial treatment. For bacteria, antibiotic resistance can spread between
di�erent species of bacteria very easily through horizontal gene transfer which results in increasingly more
bacteria becoming immune against more antibiotics. In addition, there have not been any new antibiotics
found in many years which means that the number of di�erent antibiotics are limited.

Virulence refers to the ability of a pathogen to infect and harm the host cell. This can happen in multiple
ways, for example via secretory, membrane associated or cytosolic factors (Sharma et al. 2017). Secretory
factors are used in pathogenic bacteria to invade the host cell and emit virulence factors. Membrane
associated factors help the bacteria to avoid the host cell. Cytosolic factors are when the bacteria undergoes
sudden adaptive changes.

It is important to be able to distinguish di�erent virulence factors in bacteria so to understand how the
bacteria can infect the host cell and cause disease. For C. jejuni the virulence factors are not easily
understood, thus making it very important to acquire knowledge since Campylobacter is a common
infection for humans (Mehat et al. 2018).

2.3 Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS)
Whole genome sequencing means that the whole genome of an organism is analysed, rather than sequencing
only parts of the genome. This technology is used to identify genetic diseases and variations but also to study
the genomic mutations in cancer and to understand the spread of outbreaks from certain diseases (Illumina
n.d. a). The reads that SVA produces with an Illumina sequencing machine are short paired end reads.
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Illumina is a company that produces innovative technologies in the �eld of genetics.  SVA uses an Illumina
machine which performs short read sequencing to sequence the Campylobacter genome to short reads of
DNA. These reads can be single ended or pair ended, where single ended means that the read is only
sequenced from one end, whereas paired end sequencing is when both ends of the read is sequenced
(Illumina 2022b). Paired end sequencing is in most cases more favourable since it produces twice the reads,
compared to single pair end sequencing, within the same time and with the same library preparation e�ort.
In addition, paired end reads also have the advantage that they can be used to detect insertion-deletion
variants.

Illumina uses adapters on the ends of DNA fragments for sequencing. These are left on the raw output
reads and should ideally be trimmed o� before assembly. The output from the Illumina paired-end
sequencing are two �les, one containing the forward reads for  the Campylobacter strain and one containing
the reverse reads. Reads are a sequence of base pairs from a DNA fragment.

2.4 Genome Assembly
Genome assembly is when many short DNA sequences are puzzled together to form a representation of the
original chromosome (Gladman n.d). De novo genome assembly is when there is no previous knowledge of
the assembly of the genome or referencial genomic data. When assembling a genome, the �rst step is to
sequence millions of DNA fragments using a sequencing machine.

The next step in assembling the genome is to form longer sequences from the reads, called continuous
sequences or contigs. When contigs are oriented in relation to other contigs it forms sca�olds (Gladman
n.d.). In this project SPAdes is used to assemble the genome. SPAdes is a program implemented in the
pipeline and has the ability to convert short paired end reads to contigs, and from contigs to sca�olds.

2.5 Sequence Alignment
A biological sequence of DNA, RNA, or peptides can be analysed computationally (Prjibelski et al. 2019).
The analysis is called sequence alignment and can provide information about not only the properties and
structure of a sequence, but also about evolution and biological function. It is a process that can be used for
many bioinformatic purposes.

In an alignment, sequences are compared to �nd their similarities and di�erences (Prjibelski et al. 2019).
Roughly, an alignment of only two sequences is done by comparing every position of the sequences to one
another and counting the number of matching and non-matching characters. When the calculation is done
the alignment score and distance is obtained. The alignment score tells how similar the sequences are and the
distance how much they di�er. This is a fundamental example of alignment that assumes that the two
sequences are of the same length. An editing di�erence can also be calculated which tells how many changes
(such as deposits, substitutions and deletions) it takes in one of the sequences to make it identical to the
other.
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In this project, sequences of genomes from Campylobacter are compared to sequences of AMR and
virulence genes in the alignment-part of the pipeline. Depending on how similar the Campylobacter
sequence and the AMR/virulence sequence are, conclusions are made about whether antimicrobial
resistance and virulence-factors are present or not.

3 The Popularity of Python as a Straightforward
Programming Language
The predecessor to this pipeline was written in the language Perl. On request from SVA the script for the
pipeline in this project is written in Python, a programming language released by Guido van Rossum in
1991 (Python Software Foundation n.d. a) . There are some good reasons for updating from Perl to Python,
but are there enough to justify the hours it takes to translate an entire pipeline, rather than simply updating
it?

Both Python and Perl are interpreted languages, which removes the need for compilation before running.
Python Software Foundation highlights that this increases the speed when test running and debugging a
program. Even though Python does not need to be compiled it can be run in various operating systems, such
as Linux. This quality makes it a useful language for our pipeline since it will be run on a Linux terminal.
The lack of compilation and portability to Linux are qualities that Perl also possesses, and are thus not
advantages that Python possesses over Perl (Hall 1999). Rather it is an edge they both have over compiled
languages in this regard.

3.1 E�ortless Programming with Python
According to the PYPL PopularitY of Programming Language Index, Python is currently the programming
language that is most frequently googled for tutorials with a 27.85%  share out of the 28 compared languages
(Carbonnelle 2022). In addition to this, PYPL declares that it is the language that has grown the most in the
last �ve years. Its popularity may be due to its availability as an open source language. However, this is the
case for many programming languages including Perl. The simple syntax of Python contributes to ease of
use and readability. This likely adds greatly to its acclaim (Python Software Foundation n.d. b). The
readability makes Python an excellent �rst programming language, whereas it may not provide enough
�exibility for an experienced programmer to access their creativity.

What non-default features are to be implemented - so called modules such as regular expression or pandas -
are de�ned at the initiation of a Python script by using import clauses. This import section gives the code
reader an immediate, brief, overview of the program and what type of actions it may take. One could
compare it to an introduction, giving an immediate outline of what is to come. Perl, on the other hand, has
more of these features built in. Regular expression is one such feature. While it may make Perl more versatile
by default, it does not help an inexperienced coder. Beginners may struggle to understand the code when less
trivial methods are used, and have to look these methods up as they are encountered in the program. Thus,
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the structure Python provides gives the code a logic and neatness that was considered as an advantage over
Perl.

This pipeline largely consists of calls to tools that perform heavy tasks such as contig and sca�old assembly
from raw reads. About half of these tools are available through the package management system Conda
which was created for use with Python (Anaconda, Inc 2017). Python is therefore not only great on its own,
but also due to the way it aids cooperative programming.

3.2 Perl as a Versatile Language
Not being as popular as Python, Perl only reaches 24th place with a 0.45% share of today's google searches in
PYPL ranking (Carbonnelle 2022). Despite this, Perl has been called “duct tape of the internet” due to its
widespread implementation on the world wide web (Hall 1999). The duct tape quality may be due to its
relatively minimalistic code and fast running speed as compared to similar compiled (C and C++) or
scripting (interpreted, like Perl and Python) languages.

The language has modules that easily add extensions to a program, like those of Python. However, as
mentioned, Perl in its default mode already has quite a few features that are modules in Python, such as
interactions with text �les and regular expression. These characteristics make Perl largely versatile.

Perl has been criticised for being cryptic and di�cult to read. The language may be too versatile for its own
good. This forces the coder to “dumb down” the code, or “baby talk” as the creator Larry Wall calls it, if it is
to be understood by less experienced programmers (Hall 1999). On the other hand, for the experienced
programmer a versatile language like Perl can encourage creative solutions and variation. This functionality
is one of the main features where Perl and Python di�er.

3.3 The Winner Takes it All: A Pipeline in Python
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Figure 1. The Google tutorial search share of all programming language searches for Perl and Python. The
y-axis is the number of searches on a logarithmic scale.(Carbonnelle 2022).

Versatility when it comes to code is not necessarily the answer. Straightforward solutions that are easy to
follow along are bene�cial in the cases where code aims to be long lived, updateable and collaborative, three
of the goals of this project. Python is an already widespread language rising in popularity, whereas Perl is
becoming increasingly unpopular (Figure 1). Through its simplicity, readability and structure Python is an
optimal platform to create code for sharing. In our case, the pipeline is created for SVA where it will be
implemented without its developers. The qualities that Python has over Perl give an advantage by increasing
the chances of a successful and quick transition into utilisation at SVA.

4 Assembling a Genome from Paired-End Reads
To be able to assemble a genome of interest, certain downloadable tools are incorporated in the Python
script and called on from the terminal command line. To trim the input sequence the tool Fastp is used.
Fastp is used to preprocess FASTQ �les by, for example, removing adapters from Illumina reads (Chen S et
al. 2022). The program is used instead of the program Trimmomatic, which was used in the pipeline created
by SVA. Fastp also removes the need for another quality control tool, since this is built in (Chen S et al.
2022). The tool has a wide area of use but is mostly used for removing bad reads that for example have low
quality, are too short, are adapters etc. The program works on zipped �les which removes the need for
unzipping and zipping back. Fastp can also correct mismatched base pairs. If there are failed reads in the
input, they will be removed but can be saved to a directory if it is speci�ed in the code.

Fastp was used instead of Trimmomatic since it is faster and has the ability to produce a quality control
(QC) report on the reads. It is also easier to use and recommended by SVA. The QC method in Fastp can be
altered by using certain commands (Chen S et al. 2022). For example, the tool can �lter through quality
�lters, length �lters and low complexity �lters, where each of the �lters used has a default enabled setting in
the project’s pipeline. These �lters are used to, for example, set a threshold for sequence length in order to
remove short reads, or to remove unquali�ed bases. In addition, Fastp also removes duplicated reads/pairs
through duplication rate evaluation or deduplication. These tools are set to default as parameters. Fastp also
has, set as a default parameter, the ability to remove adapters from raw Illumina reads.

From Fastp a trimmed FASTQ �le is given and also the quality control of the sequence. To get more
information about the sequence, a taxonomic assignment of the genome is done to better understand the
characteristics of the sequence. The tool chosen for this is Kraken 2. It is used to, based on short
metagenomic DNA sequence, assign taxonomic labels (The Center for Computational Biology at Johns
Hopkins University 2019). Kraken 2 can be used through Linux systems. The output after using the tool is
in �ve columns where the �rst one indicates if the sequence was classi�ed or unclassi�ed, the second column
is sequence ID, the third column is taxonomy ID, the fourth column is length in base pairs and the last
column is lowest common ancestor (LCA) mapping  (Wood 2022). The tool also generates a sample report
with six di�erent tabs. The �rst tab shows the percentage of reads that are in the clade. The second tab
shows the number of reads that are covered by the clade. The third tab shows the rank code and the fourth
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tab is the NCBI taxonomy ID. Lastly, the �fth tab shows the indented scienti�c name. Kraken 2 does not
change or alter the given sequence from Fastp, but instead �nds information about the sequence.

The program SPAdes is used to assemble the reads and is a program that contains various assembly pipelines
to assemble genomes. The input for the program is paired-end reads and the output is contigs joined into
sca�olds. There are several di�erent modules that can be used with SPAdes. Two of these are BayesHammer
and IonHammer, which can be used as a correction tool for Illumina reads and IonTorrent data respectively
(Korobeynikov et al. 2022). BayesHammer is used on Illumina reads by default. SPAdes takes FASTQ or
BAM �les of genome reads as input. The tool is used with the parameter  ‘–careful’. This parameter is used
to lower the number of short indels and mismatches. Another setting that was adjusted for the pipeline was
‘–pe1-1’ and ‘–pe1-2’ that reads from left reads and right reads respectively for paired-end library numbers.
As an additional output, SPAdes has its own log �le. The output from SPAdes consists of reads joined to
contigs and contigs joined to sca�olds, both in FASTA �les.

5 Resistance Prediction with Sequence Alignment
Software

In the bioinformatics �eld, large-scale whole genome sequence alignments are often done with the help of
various pipeline tools, each of which combines available software to implement various parts of the
alignment process. Most of the tools use NCBI BLAST (algorithm for �nding speci�c genes in experimental
sequences through comparing them with known data) as the last step for the sequence alignment itself, but
there are many di�erent approaches to preparing and analysing data �rst.

In the following section only the most widely used tools �tting to certain speci�cations are discussed. First
and foremost, software has to be accessible from the Linux command line with the intent of further use in a
larger pipeline. The pipeline has to be made speci�cally for antimicrobial resistance and/or virulence analysis
and thus the chosen tool should have access to the largest and most active AMR/virulence databases. Note
that since most such tools have nucleotide BLAST at their core and are often able to work with custom
reference databases, the software is technically not limited to AMR prediction. Lastly, the software has to
have built-in functionality for several databases, simplifying further use of the tool for practical analysis of
di�erent AMR/virulence databases for studies of Campylobacter (thus eliminating the databases’ own
alignment tools such as Res�nder from the selection) (European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) 2018,
Leekitcharoenphon 2019).

The tools discussed in the following subsections are ARIBA (Hunt et al. 2022), SRST2 (Holt 2022a),
KmerResistance (Clausen et al. 2016) and ABRicate (Seemann 2022). All the pieces of software take raw
sequence reads as input thus not requiring prior assembly, but handle the reads in di�erent ways. For
instance, ARIBA runs local assemblies before sequence alignment (Hunt et al. 2022), and KmerResistance
implements heuristic k-mer mapping (Clausen et al. 2016), which means that it divides the sequence into
k-mers: all of the subsequences of length k.
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5.1 ARIBA: Widest Range of Functions
ARIBA, SRST2 and KmerResistance all take raw sequencing data in the form of FASTQ reads as input,
although slightly di�erent types. Tools using reads for sequence alignment are called read-based, unlike
assembly-based tools which require assembly for alignment. Despite using raw reads as input, ARIBA is an
assembly-based tool. As mentioned before, it assembles the genome on its own. While ARIBA and SRST2
only accept short reads (ARIBA requires them to be paired-end, SRST2 even accepts single-end),
KmerResistance can work with long reads as well (Wan 2019). ABRicate, however, needs contigs as input,
thus requiring a partial assembly step done with some di�erent software. Another functionality that
ABRicate lacks is identifying point mutations. Its output is a matrix in the console, which requires extra
steps to transfer it to a �le. As the pipeline's input is paired-end reads and genome assembly is done as a part
of the process unrelated to alignment, all of the above mentioned tools ful�l the pipeline’s basic
requirements.

The range of available databases for each software varies, but it is worth noting that many AMR databases
are redundant and have repeating sequences, and some of them are curated collections of data from other
databases. One example is MEGARes, one of the largest AMR databases, which is compiled of data from
Res�nder, ARG-ANNOT, CARD and NCBI. That makes comparison of the amount of available
databases fairly meaningless, with none of the tools being at a distinct disadvantage in this aspect
(Boolchandani et al. 2019).

ARIBA has certain additional functions that other pieces of software lack, including assembly-based
sequence statistics and quality control. It also excludes partial coding sequences (sequences including only
part of a gene due to errors or experimental design), and in addition to point mutations detection gives a
description of di�erences between given sequences and their closest reference sequences. This makes ARIBA
able to distinguish between synonymous and non-synonymous mutations (synonymous mutations, unlike
non-synonymous ones, are changes to bases that do not result in changes in amino acid sequence). Both
ARIBA and SRST2 can also be used for Multi-Locus Sequence Typing (MLST) calling, provided a
reference dataset (Wan 2019). MLST calling is a method for characterising bacterial isolates using the fact
that all alleles of the same gene are slightly di�erent, which allows gene tracing using allele identi�cation. It is
mostly used for epidemiologic surveillance.

Despite being the most widely used tool of the four, as of May 2022, ARIBA is not maintained or updated.
This is not to say that it should not be used, since ARIBA has the best documentation, easiest installation
and use, and most solved issues on Github. It is also important to note that an alignment tool is only as good
as its reference database, and ARIBA has built-in access to most databases of the four, most of which are still
functional and regularly updated (Hunt et al. 2022).

5.2 Contradicting Performance Reports
ARIBA and SRST2 are written in Python but have di�erent Python version requirements. While ARIBA
requires at least version 3.6, SRST2 is made for version 2.7, partly because it is a pioneer in the �eld and was
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written in 2014 (Leekitcharoenphon 2019). It is important to remember that as of today, Python 2 and
Python 3 are regarded as di�erent languages and are not exactly interchangeable. Python 2 is still very
common in slightly older programs, despite its End Of Life being announced in january 2020 and Python 3
now being the default version on most computers. Thus, the choice of alignment software can be a�ected
both by di�erence in source programming language and by di�erence in the language’s version (note,
however, that SRST2 might convert to Python 3 soon (Wan 2019)).

Being an interpreted programming language, Python is slower and often takes more computational
resources compared to compiled languages like C, which KmerResistance is written in. This gives
KmerResistance  a performance advantage. ABRicate is in turn written in Perl, which also is an interpreted
language, as mentioned in the section ‘The Popularity of Python as a Straightforward Programming
Language’ (Wan 2019).

Being a purely read-based tool, SRST2 outperforms assembly-based approaches (i.e. ARIBA, ABRicate) for
allele calling in both speed and accuracy (Inouye et al. 2014). ARIBA in turn sometimes shows faster
runtime than SRST2 on testcases  (Hunt et al. 2017), despite being reasonably slower as a consequence of its
process. The process includes running two rounds of read mapping and one round of assembly before
alignment, while SRST2 does none of these but has read-based alignment as its �rst step (Wan 2019).

Certain studies show KmerResistance yielding lower false-positive rate and higher accuracy, as well as
requiring less computational resources than SRST2. KmerResistance is also based on the alignment tool
KMA, which is reported to be both faster and more accurate than SRST2 and Bowtie2 (alignment software
used by ARIBA) (Clausen et al. 2018). Another study from 2016 reports that KmerResistance is better than
SRST2 because it has the ability to bias AMR prediction according to the quality of reads, resulting in a
higher accuracy (Clausen et al. 2016). Contradicting this, SRST2 is claimed to be a tool for rapid molecular
�ngerprinting (identifying speci�c bacterial strains responsible for outbreaks) (Holt 2022a), describing its
purpose to be used in infection control and public health surveillance, which implies ability to handle large
amounts of data at a time (Inouye et al. 2014).

5.3 There is No Winner
Several articles comparing the AMR alignment tools, as well as a study of recent scienti�c literature on the
topic of AMR prediction with WGS alignment, all come to the same conclusion: there is not any signi�cant
di�erence between the di�erent pieces of software (Hunt et al. 2017, Wan 2019, Seemann 2022). All of the
tools have certain di�erences and there is a fair amount of contradicting data on which software performs
best. Despite ABRicate lacking some useful functions such as a �le output or point mutations detection, it
has been used in a study of antimicrobial resistance in Campylobacter as recently as April 2021 (Ocejo et al.
2021), implying possible preference of this tool speci�cally for Campylobacter research. As all of the above
mentioned tools require deeper understanding of their code for debugging if anything goes wrong, we
recommend using ARIBA for WGS alignment.
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6 Validation and Interpretation of ARIBA Results
The output from ARIBA returns seven di�erent �les with the names ‘report.tsv’, ‘assembled_seqs.fa.gz’,
‘assembled_genes.fa.gz’, ‘assemblies.fa.gz’, ‘debug.report.tsv’, ‘log.cluster.gz’ and ‘version_info.txt’ (Wan
n.d.). The output �le ‘report.tsv’ consists of a table with 31 columns and is the most relevant �le from the
output from ARIBA since it provides an overview of the compiled result. Every variant of a gene generates
one row in the table in report.tsv. A gene assembled without any variants results in only one row in the table,
and in that case, the columns 13 and forward are empty of information. The description of the columns can
be seen in Table 1, which is taken from the GitHub page ‘Task: run’ about how to run ARIBA.

Table 1 - description of columns in report.tsv, taken from the GitHub page ‘Task: run’ (Wan n.d.).

Column Description

ariba_ref_name ariba name of reference sequence chosen from cluster (needs to rename
to stop some tools breaking)

ref_name original name of reference sequence chosen from cluster, before
renaming

gene 1=gene, 0=non-coding (same as metadata column 2)

var_only 1=variant only, 0=presence/absence (same as metadata column 3)

�ag cluster �ag

reads number of reads in this cluster

cluster name of cluster

ref_len length of reference sequence

ref_base_assembled number of reference nucleotides assembled by this contig

pc_ident %identity between reference sequence and contig

ctg name of contig matching reference

ctg_len length of contig

ctg_cov mean mapped read depth of this contig

known_var Is this a known SNP from reference metadata? 1 or 0

var_type The type of variant. Currently only SNP supported

var_seq_type Variant sequence type. if known_var=1, n or p for nucleotide or protein

known_var_change if known_var=1, the wild/variant change, eg I42L

has_known_var if known_var=1, 1 or 0 for whether or not the assembly has the variant

ref_ctg_change amino acid or nucleotide change between reference and contig, eg I42L
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Column Description

ariba_ref_name ariba name of reference sequence chosen from cluster (needs to rename
to stop some tools breaking)

ref_ctg_e�ect e�ect of change between reference and contig, eg SYS, NONSYN
(amino acid changes only)

ref_start start position of variant in reference

ref_end end position of variant in reference

ref_nt nucleotide(s) in reference at variant position

ctg_start start position of variant in contig

ctg_end end position of variant in contig

ctg_nt nucleotide(s) in contig at variant position

smtls_total_depth total read depth at variant start position in contig, reported by mpileup

smtls_nts nucleotides on contig, as reported by mpileup. The �rst is the contig
nucleotide

smtls_nts_depth depths on contig, as reported by mpileup. One number per nucleotide
in the previous column

var_description description of variant from reference metdata

free_text other free text about reference sequence, from reference metadata

Apart from ‘report.tsv’, there are �ve more output �les from ARIBA. ‘assembled_seqs.fa.gz’ is a �le with
assembled sequences, not �ltered from non-coding regions (Wan n.d.). There are partial matches also
included in this �le since there is no �ltering of the nucleotide identity or reference coverage. The �le
‘assembled_genes.fa.gz’ consists of the assembled gene sequence. The non-coding part of the sequences are
removed so that there are only genes in this �le. There can be mismatches when assembling the genes which
leads to ARIBA trying to extend the match so that the genes align better. This is included in the �le
‘assembled_genes.fa.gz’. ‘assemblies.fa.gz’ is a �le that has contigs that are unchanged. This �le is larger than
the other ones since contigs are longer than its matching reference sequence.

The �le ‘debug.report.tsv’ contains the same table as ‘report.tsv’ (Wan n.d.), but with rows about
synonymous mutations added to it. The gzipped �le ‘log.cluster.gz’ is a documentation of the logging of all
of the cluster’s progress. Lastly, the version of ARIBA and the dependencies can be found in the output text
�le ‘version_info.txt’.
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7 The Good, the Confusing and the Lack of Updates - A
Review of Di�erent Databases

As explained and motivated in the section above, ARIBA is the tool used for WGS data alignment in this
pipeline. But, as mentioned in the subsection ARIBA: Widest Range of Functions, ARIBA is only as good
as the quality of the input reference databases. It is therefore important to validate the quality of each
individual database in order to recommend the most useful ones for the analysis of Campylobacter genomes.

7.1 What the Theory Says

ARIBA supports and can download the following databases: ARG-ANNOT, CARD, MEGARes, NCBI,
plasmid�nder, ResFinder, VFDB, SRST2’s version of ARG-ANNOT, and VirulenceFinder (Hunt et al.
2017). ARIBA can also be provided with custom reference sequence-sets. In this pipeline, the usage of
ARG-ANNOT, CARD, MEGARes, ResFinder, VFDB, and SRST2’s version of ARG-ANNOT has been
con�rmed to be functional, but it is also possible to select only one or some of these databases when starting
the process.

VFDB (the Virulence Factor Database) is a database for bacterial virulence factors. It was �rst created in
2004 (Chen L et al. 2005) and was last updated in 2021 (Liu et al. 2021). The creators intend to continue
updating the database regularly. As of May 2022, it contains 11736 virulence factors and 32164 virulence
factor related genes (Yang 2022 s. 20). Unlike the other databases used in the pipeline, it contains only
virulence factors and no AMR genes.

CARD (the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database) is a database that provides comprehensive
information of AMR genes and their resistance mechanisms (Alcock et al. 2020). CARD was launched in
2013 and is updated approximately monthly (McArthur et al. 2013), with the last update being  in April
2022 (Alcock BP 2022).

ARG-ANNOT (Antibiotic Resistance Gene-ANNOTation) is a database formatted as a FASTA �le with a
collection of antibiotic resistance genes that was launched in 2014 (Gupta et al. 2014). There seems to be a
lot of confusion regarding the status of ARG-ANNOT, due to a change of website containing the database
and a lack of new articles and information connected to it. This has resulted in claims that the database is
archived and has not been updated since 2015 or 2018 (Doster et al. 2020, Papp & Solymosi 2022).
Nevertheless, ARG-ANNOT was last updated in July 2019 (Gupta et al. 2019) and is the version used since
ARIBA release 2.14.4. This version has 2225 antibiotic resistance genes.

The SRST2 version of ARG-ANNOT is a manually curated database version of ARG-ANNOT that is
compatible with the tool SRST2 that was launched in 2014 (Inouye et al. 2014). The SRST2 version of
ARG-ANNOT does not contain redundancies and was last updated in October 2018 (Holt 2022b). Keep
in mind that the SRST2 version of ARG-ANNOT used in ARIBA release 2.14.6 was last updated in
September 2017 (Holt 2022c).
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The ResFinder database is a manually curated antibiotic resistance gene database that was launched in 2012
(Zankari et al. 2012). It contains horizontally transmitted antibiotic resistance genes, but no species-speci�c,
mutated genes that may also cause AMR (Florensa et al. 2022). The developers of the ResFinder database
have therefore created the PointFinder database for such genes. PointFinder can identify point mutations in
Campylobacter jejuni and Campylobacter coli, but ARIBA can not download the PointFinder database as a
reference database in the same way that the ResFinder database can be downloaded. ResFinder itself is a tool
that uses data from the ResFinder database and the PointFinder database. The ResFinder database was last
updated in february 2022 (M. Aarestrup 2022).

MEGARes 2.0 is a database with compiled content from CARD, ARG-ANNOT, ResFinder, NCBI’s
Bacterial Antimicrobial Resistance Reference Gene Database, and BacMet (Pal et al. 2014, Feldgarden et al.
2019, Doster et al. 2020). MEGARes contains 8000 AMR genes and is manually curated to avoid overlap
between genes occurring in multiple databases. Doster et al. claimed in 2020 that MEGARes was to be
updated every year, but it was last updated in 2019. Due to the previously mentioned confusion regarding
ARG-ANNOT, MEGARes 2.0 does not contain any entries from it newer than the ones from the 2015
version of ARG-ANNOT.

7.2 What the Data Says

To further assess which database is most �t for future use, a practical analysis of the AMR databases
included in ARIBA was performed. This analysis excluded the database NCBI which was previously
determined to be non functional in the ARIBA software, due to a reported but unsolved error. The
virulence database ‘virulence�nder’ was not included as it does not search for the same thing as the AMR
databases and hence is not quantitatively comparable.

For the practical review 28 strains of Campylobacter genomes of both C. coli and C. jejuni type were
randomly selected from the NCBI website; these can be found in Appendix A1. The strains were run
through ARIBA using the databases ARG-ANNOT, CARD, MEGARes, plasmid�nder, ResFinder,
SRST2 and summarised in a strain speci�c csv �le. These summaries were then combined into one �le in
order to determine how many and which unique genes were detected, the prevalence of each gene, the
amount of genes detected by each database and, �nally, the amount of overlap between databases.

The databases produced no initially visible overlap, however, that is not due to the complete disjointness of
their data but instead due to the di�erences in gene name formats. Furthermore, some databases seemed to
detect di�erent variants of the same genes, thus making it hard to determine what unique genes were
detected. By manual analysis the number of unique genes detected in the 28 strains was estimated to be 33.
The overlap is shown in Figure 2 below. There was, however, not much overlap between the databases in
general.
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Figure 2:  The overlap of genes detected by different databases. The total number of unique genes for each
database is shown in the diagonal. The other cells show the overlap between genes in the databases, where empty
cells means zero overlap.

The largest amount of genes were detected using MEGARes which, as mentioned previously, is in itself a
collection of the data from other smaller databases. It performed better than all other databases combined
when looking at the total amount of genes detected, as can be seen in Table 2. When looking at the total
number of unique genes and the variety of detected genes, once again MEGARes performed best. Second to
best was CARD, but 5 of the 9 unique genes detected were also found by MEGARes.  This might be, as
argued in the theoretical database review, due to ARIBA not updating its version of databases as frequently
as the databases themselves are updated. It could also be due to the newer versions of MEGARes including
data from more databases than the ones used in this practical analysis.

To conclude the best range of gene detection would be reached when including all databases, but if a single
database is wanted, MEGARes should be the �rst choice. As the practical analysis of the databases was based
on Campylobacter strains, the conclusions made may not correspond to those of other or all bacteria.

Table 2: Number of detected genes for each database when analysing 28 strains. The second column shows the
total number of genes detected by each database whereas the third column shows the total number of unique
genes detected.
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Database Number of genes detected Number of unique genes detected

argannot 27 6

card 90 9

megares 185 16

plasmid�n
der

0 0

res�nder 27 4

srst2 25 5

7.3 The Sum of the CARDamom

According to the practical analysis of the pipeline, VFDB is the best database for virulence factors, CARD is
the best individual database for AMR genes, and MEGARes is the best database for AMR genes overall
since it is a collection of databases, including CARD. The quality of the test runs were mainly determined
based on the number of hits in the databases. Papp & Solymosi argued in 2022 that CARD is the better
database due to a number of reasons, partially because MEGARes cannot connect information on AMR
mutations to species (despite having the information) due to the nature of MEGARes’s annotation
architecture (something CARD on the other hand is capable of) (Papp & Solymosi 2022). It is possible that
MEGARes is the best database for AMR genes in Campylobacter speci�cally, but that CARD is the best
AMR database for bacteria in general.

8 The Pipeline Tools and Where to Find Them
To be able to assemble a genome, all the di�erent tools that are used to trim and assemble the sequences
throughout the pipeline need to be installed or downloaded. Some tools are conveniently available via
Conda, where environments with packages for speci�c projects can be created (Anaconda, Inc 2017). Conda
ensures that the package versions are compatible with each other, and makes them available for use when
activating the environment. Another bene�t is the availability of instructions and examples of usage on the
Github repositories for these softwares, largely thanks to Conda being open source. The pipeline is written
to run with Python versions between 3.6.0 and 2.7.0, which is installable via Conda.

8.1 The Software That Assembles
Conda has a channel called Bioconda, specialised in bioinformatics software (The Bioconda Team et al.
2018). Bioconda contains packages such as Fastp, Kraken2 and SRA-tools. Fastp 0.23.2 is a tool for
trimming raw reads and generating a report on the quality of these reads, as mentioned in the previous
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section. Kraken2 2.1.2 is a software used along with one of Kraken’s databases with comparative data from
other bacteria as well as archaea and viruses (The Center for Computational Biology at Johns Hopkins
University 2019). In this project Minikraken2 v1 8GB database, a version from April 2019, was used. These
two together generate a classi�cation report. In order to test the pipeline with examples of Illumina paired
end reads, SRA-tools was used to download FASTQ �les with reads from the SRA (Sequence Read
Archive) database via NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information).

Some databases and softwares used for assembling the genome were, however, not available through Conda.
Minikraken2 v1 8GB database and SPAdes 3.13.0 were therefore downloaded separately to a local directory.
Due to this, they also had to be sourced in the pipeline code in order to be accessed. This was hard coded by
adding a user-speci�c path to the tools in the function ‘regular’.

Hard coding is rarely an elegant solution but has some major upsides. For one, it removes the need to input
the paths to the database and software for every run of the pipeline. This would be time consuming and
repetitive since their location stays constant after the �rst download. On the other hand, the user-speci�c
path needs to be hard coded when implementing the pipeline into SVA’s systems. Having to modify the code
requires the ability to navigate and understand it, inevitably taking extra time. It also increases the risk of
accidentally removing or altering essential code which could be detrimental to the function of the script.

8.2 ARIBA dependencies
In order to make alignment with ARIBA work, a large amount of software is required with speci�c versions.
Each dependency can be installed with Conda, but it is not necessary to install them separately one by one.
Installing ARIBA with Conda without already having any of the listed dependencies, except for Python
3.6.15, in the environment automatically installs a suitable version of the needed dependencies. Still, during
installation, problems were encountered with one of them.

Version 2.3.5 of Bowtie2, which was automatically installed along with ARIBA, was found to cause an error
message when running the command ‘ariba version’. In one of the earlier attempts to get ARIBA to work,
without success, the dependencies were downloaded one by one with Conda before installing ARIBA.
Version 2.2.5 of Bowtie2 was downloaded and although ARIBA was not able to run because of other
reasons, the error message caused by Bowtie2 was not produced. Therefore, version 2.3.5 of Bowtie2 was
exchanged with version 2.2.5, which solved the problem.

The time spent on getting the alignment with ARIBA to work resulted in realising the importance of
installing the right versions of the dependencies. Therefore, to get a clear overview of the 19 dependencies,
the range of suitable versions and the versions that were downloaded automatically with ARIBA, they are all
listed in a table, see Table 3. The needed dependencies with recommended versions were found in
Bioconda’s documentation “Package Recipe 'ariba' — Bioconda documentation” (The Bioconda Team
2022). When setting up the alignment-part of the pipeline, versions should be checked to be within the
recommended intervals before moving on.
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Table 3 - ARIBA dependencies with recommended and downloaded versions

Tool Recommended version Downloaded version

bcftools 1.2 or newer 1.15.1

beautifulsoup4 4.1.0 or newer 4.11.1

biopython Any version 1.79

bowtie2 older than 2.4.0 2.3.5, replaced by  2.2.5

cd-hit 4.6.5 or newer 4.8.1

dendropy 4.2.0 or newer 4.5.2

libgcc-ng 10.3.0 or newer 11.2.0

libstdcxx-ng 10.3.0 or newer 11.2.0

matplotlib-base 3.1.0 or newer 3.3.4

mummer 3.23 or newer 3.23

pyfastaq 3.12.0 or newer 3.17.0

pymummer 0.10.3 or older 0.10.3

pysam 0.15.3 or newer 0.19.0

python between 3.6 and 3.7.0a0 3.6.15

python_abi 3.6.* *_cp36m 3.6

samtools 1.2 or newer 1.7

SPAdes 3.5.0 or newer 3.13.0

wget any version 1.20.3

zlib between 1.2.11 and 1.3.0a0 1.2.11
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9 The One-Liner That Starts the Pipeline
The pipeline is run through the command line in a Linux terminal. One line of code with two �xed and
twelve variable arguments sets the process of alignment and/or assembly running. The code below in Code
block 1 illustrates this one line of code. The line has spaces separating the arguments and forward slashes
illustrating what two options the user can choose between for each of the concluding twelve arguments.
Following is an explanation of all arguments and their e�ect on the pipeline. All arguments must be entered
in the correct order since they are recognized by position in the one-liner.

Code block 1. Command line argument options for running the pipeline.

$ python AMR_Assembly_Pipeline.py infile1/directory infile2/None

here/there trim/notrim kraken/nokraken ariba/noariba [databases]

wanted_coverage genome_size pilon/nopilon threads RAM

9.1 python AMR_Assembly_Pipeline.py
In order to run any script from the command line the language Python has to be declared. ‘Python’ is
followed by the name of the script in the second argument. After this the arguments are set according to the
developers choosing. This pipeline contains an addition of ten arguments which determine the course of the
pipeline.

9.2 in�le1/directory in�le2/None
The pipeline takes a total of twelve arguments as input. The above input example shows the available
options for each argument. The �rst two represent the paired-end reads �les straight from an Illumina
sequencing machine, with the option of inputting a directory with an arbitrary number of �le pairs as
‘in�le1’ and ‘None’ as ‘in�le2’. This second option activates the function ‘parallelize’ in order to assemble
and/or align multiple sequences at once.

9.3 here/path
After the input �les the destinations for all output �les can be chosen to be in the current directory or in
another location. If ‘here’ is chosen, an output directory is created in the directory the user ran the pipeline
from. Otherwise an input in the form of a path is accepted. In this case the �nal output directory will be
created in the location of this given path instead of in the current directory.

9.4 trim/notrim kraken/nokraken
Trimming the raw reads means removing things such as the adapters that sequencing with Illumina leaves on
the reads. The user can choose whether to trim the reads or not. The same goes for Kraken, a tool that
compares the reads to a database and makes a taxonomic classi�cation. Whether the user wants to run
Kraken or not is chosen here with this variable argument.
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9.5 ariba/noariba [vfdb_core]
If the user wants to align the reads to AMR- and virulence genes they have to write ‘ariba’ as well as a list of
databases with genes to be used. The list should be inputted without spaces to avoid being recognized as
separate arguments.

9.6 wanted_coverage genome_size
The assembly coverage that is requested is sent into the pipeline via the variable ‘wanted_coverage’. This can
be set to 0 if no assembly is requested. The argument ‘genome_size’  represents the genome size of the strain
sent in. Both of these inputs should be integers.

9.7 pilon/nopilon
There is an option whether to polish and improve contigs or not. However, the software Pilon that does this
cannot be run in the �nal version of the pipeline. The aim was to implement this polishing but it was not
possible due to Bowtie2 not cooperating on UPPMAX and running assembly outside of UPPMAX would
be too computationally heavy. Since Pilon takes the contigs from SPAdes, the pipeline was programmed not
to run Pilon even if requested if the wanted coverage was set to 0.

9.8 threads RAM
The amount of threads available on the computer as well as the RAM available are the last two input
arguments. These are used in the heavier softwares to avoid overloading the computer.

9.9 An Example Run of the Pipeline
After one of the two options has been chosen for each of the variable arguments the pipeline is ready to run.
By typing the one-liner into the terminal command line and hitting enter, the pipeline is started and runs
the functions chosen by the user. As long as all needed software, databases, reads �les and the Python script
containing the pipeline are installed, the command should run without any problems.

In Code block 2, below, is an example one-liner. This example assumes that the user has downloaded the
paired-end reads �les from SRR18825428 via NCBI’s SRA database using SRA-tools. These reads come
from Campylobacter jejuni, and are the �les that were used to test the pipeline in this project (see Appendix
A1: Test Files Used For Practical Analysis). Running this one-liner also assumes that the user is located in
the directory that contains the Python script and the two in�les, and that the user wants the output
directory to be placed in that same current directory.

After hitting ‘enter’ on the one-liner the pipeline will trim the sequence using Fastp, create a taxonomic
report using Kraken and align the reads to AMR and virulence genes using ARIBA and the databases
vfdb_core, card, res�nder and megares. The pipeline will assemble the 1,641,481 bases long (Parkhill et al.
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2000) Campylobacter jejuni genome to meet the wanted coverage of 40X but not polish using Pilon due to
this currently not functioning, as mentioned earlier. The example run is assumed to be done on UPPMAX
cluster Snowy which has 20 nodes and 2 threads per node, resulting in 40 threads in total, while the amount
of RAM is 128 Gb.

Code block 2. An example command line one-liner that runs the pipeline with two downloaded reads files from
the NCBI SRA database entry SRR18825428.

$ python AMR_Assembly_Pipeline.py SRR18825428_1.fastq.gz

SRR18825428_2.fastq.gz here trim kraken ariba

[vfdb_core,card,resfinder,megares] 40 1641481 nopilon 40 128

10 The Characteristics of the Pipeline
As mentioned previously, a pipeline is a sequence of functions or programs where the output of one is the
input of the next. The pipeline for this project consists of 17 functions at three levels, all responsible for a
speci�c action in the pipeline. By calling on each other and passing on their outputs as inputs the �nal result
can be reached from their collaboration. The functions are illustrated in Figure 3 below. The Python
package os, ‘Miscellaneous operating system interfaces’, is used in the functions to interact with the terminal
command line. All of the code can be found in Appendix B1: AMR_Assembly_Pipeline.py and Appendix
B2: Prepipeline.py or in the project Github AMR_Assembly_Pipeline (Zetterberg et al. 2022).

Figure 3: The figure shows a scheme of the functions of the pipeline and how they relate to one another. The bold
lines describe the hierarchy of the ‘primary functions’ when calling the pipeline for a single strain as well
multiple strains. The thinner lines describe which of the primary functions call which of the ‘help functions’,
shown at a diagonal in the lower left corner. The colour coded lines show that each ‘tool function’ uses the
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‘log_parse’ function in order to create a continuously updated log file with relevant timestamps. The angled thin
lines connecting the help functions describe their relationships. The ‘pilon’ function is shown in grey as it has not
been tested.

10.1 A Functional Trip Through The Pipeline
This section contains further explanation of the 17 functions of the pipeline.

10.1.1 def main():
The pipeline created in this project is built up of functions that call on each other to perform speci�c tasks.
The ‘main’ function is automatically called when running the script by making use of the dunder-method,
also called magic method, __name__. The ‘main’ function starts o� a chain of function calls. In the case of
the reads inputs being two FASTQ-�les the function ‘regular’ is called to run the pipeline once with the rest
of the input arguments given. In the other case of a directory with reads �les as input the function
‘parallelize’ is called on to run the pipeline several times in parallel.

10.1.2 def regular():
The function ‘regular’ is the most potent function as it calls on all functions that help assemble the genome
and align it to AMR- and virulence genes. At the start of the ‘main’ function, the time and date are saved in
variables that enter a function to create a new directory. This directory will contain all output �les produced
by the pipeline. A bene�t of being named after date and time, including seconds, is that the directory name
is unique and easy to locate. By giving the user the ability to choose an output directory location di�erent
from the one the user is currently in, higher level of control over the pipeline’s �le system output is achieved.

10.1.3 def parallelize():
The ‘parallelize’ function allows the user to run multiple strains through the pipeline at the same time. This
alternative was implemented in order to reduce time when wanting to run large amounts of data through
the pipeline. The function calls on the function ‘regular’ once for every read pair inserted. Instead of
outputting all data for these runs into one common directory, strain-speci�c directories are created within
the date- and time-speci�c one created by the function ‘directory’, mentioned more in detail below.
Therefore each run of the pipeline will be grouped in a large directory, but all outputs from the
‘regular’-function collected in one directory each.

10.1.4 def map_func():
The function ‘map_func’ aids ‘parallelize’ by matching one �le pair to their corresponding directory to run
the ‘regular’ function with.
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10.1.5 def directory():
To clean up the code in the ‘main’ function a function ‘directory’ was created in order to create a date- and
time speci�c directory for the pipeline run. This function also takes into account whether the user requests
the output to end up in their current path or elsewhere.

10.1.6 def currenttime():
The function ‘currenttime’ returns a clean line with the current time, without milliseconds, to use in the
function ‘directory’.

10.1.7 def shortname():
To keep track of all output �les and be able to create a strain-speci�c directory when running in parallel a
function to shorten the name of the read pair was required. The function ‘shortname’ takes one of the read
pairs and shortens the �lename to be a single, cohesive letter-number sequence. A �le name typically looks
something like SRR18825428_1.fastq.gz. ‘shortname’ cuts o� before the _1 or _2 in the �le name which
speci�es whether the reads are forward or reverse. This action also removes the .fastq.gz ending which
speci�es the �le type.  As an example the short name of  SRR18825428_1.fastq.gz would be SRR18825428.

10.1.8 def create_log():
The function ‘create_log’ is called by the regular function as the pipeline is started and creates the strain
speci�c log �le in the strain speci�c directory as can be seen in Figure 5 in the section 12 Output Format and
Directory Structure. It requires the input arguments ‘path’, ‘time’, ‘date’, ‘in�le1’ and ‘in�le2’ in order to
place the log �le correctly, record the time of creation and copy the in�les to the strain speci�c directory
respectively. Versions of packages used in the pipeline are checked each time a new log �le is created, along
with the arguments given by the user when calling the pipeline, and written into the start of the log �le using
the ‘log_parse’ function explained under the next subheader. The format of this information, which works
as a header for the log �le, remains constant as opposed to the information which is varying.

10.1.9 def log_parse():
The ‘log_parse’  function is called by the majority of all other functions, as it is used to write lines in the log
�le. It takes the string of text the user wishes to write into the log �le as well as the path to the log �le as
input. The string, pre�xed by a timestamp and su�xed by a line break, is appended into the log �le using the
‘os.system()’ module  to call the command line function ‘>>’

10.1.10 def ariba_func():
The �rst of the tools included in the pipeline to be called is ARIBA, which is used to detect AMR and
virulence genes. The function ‘ariba_func’ takes the path of the output directory and the two in�les as
input. The function loops through all databases the user has submitted one by one. It begins by checking
whether or not the database is downloaded to the path where the pipeline is called, and if not it downloads
the database and prepares it, after which ARIBA is run with the output being named ‘out.run.{db_name}’.
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A directory for the strain speci�c ARIBA runs, called ‘Ariba_output’,  is created into which the output is
then moved.

10.1.11 def fastp_func():
To trim and check the quality of the raw reads, one of the pipeline tools called Fastp is run using the
function ‘fastp_func’. The function generates a string to use as input in the Linux command line, naming
the output according to the common name of the strain. As such the functions input arguments are the
path, the in�les, and the common name. Lastly, in case of running the script in parallel, the output is moved
to the strain speci�c directory and their �nal paths are returned.

10.1.12 def kraken_func():
The function ‘kraken_func’ applies another tool called Kraken in order to assign taxonomic labels to the
sequences. It takes the path, the in�les, the common name of the strain and the path to the tool as input. As
with the tools previously mentioned, the function generates a string using the input arguments to use as
input in the command line, naming the output according to the common name of the strain. In case the
script is run in parallel, the output is moved to the strain speci�c directory.

10.1.13 def reads_for_coverage():
The function ‘reads_for_coverage’ is only run if the user has requested that assembly should be performed.
It takes the path and one in�le as input. Through calculation of how many bases are needed to generate the
wanted coverage, and comparing these to the amount of bases in the genome it checks whether or not the
requested coverage can be reached. If this is not possible it returns the highest possible coverage, which is
calculated by doubling the amount of bases and dividing the product with the genome size, and uses this
when assembling the genome. The function returns what coverage is possible and how many reads are
needed to reach it.

10.1.14 def shorten_fastq():
If the possible coverage is larger than the requested coverage the function ‘shorten_fastq’, which shortens
the FASTQ �les so that they are not longer than needed,  is run. Its inputs are the path, the in�les,
‘reads_needed’ from the previous function, and the common name of the strain.  The function loops
through the FASTQ �le, until it has reached the minimum length needed and then creates a new shorter �le
which takes the place of the in�les when running the assembly.

10.1.15 def spades_func():
The ‘spades_func’ function takes the path,  the in�les (possibly modi�ed), the path to the SPAdes tool and
the common name of the strain as input. Like the other incorporated tools, the function generates and runs
a command using the input arguments. The output �les are named {common_name}.fasta and moved to
the strain speci�c assembly directory.
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10.1.16 def pilon_func():
A function to run Pilon was incorporated, but due to problems with version compatibility in UPPMAX it
has been deactivated. If the user asks to run Pilon a message informing them that Pilon is not available is
written into the log �le.

10.1.17 def info():
The function ‘info’  returns an .csv �le with metrics from the assembly. It takes path and an output �le from
the SPAdes function as input and generates information about the number of contigs, the number of bases
in the contigs, the total number of bases, contig lengths, non bases, the percentage of Adenine and Thymine
as well as the percentage of Guanine and Cytosine, and the number of contigs longer than 1000.

A functionality of running in parallel is that it outputs one csv �le with the info-metrics from all strains.
This is done at the end of all parallel runs in the ‘parallelize’ function.

10.2 The Log File
A text �le called log�le.txt records function calls and certain details such as input �les, along with
timestamps, throughout the run of the pipeline. This log �le is returned, together with all output �les, in the
strain speci�c directory created for each Campylobacter read pair. The log makes troubleshooting easier,
while also increasing the transparency of the pipeline. It also acts as a type of README-�le connected to
the output directory.

10.3 Non-Essential Functions
One main attribute of the pipeline is the ability to assemble one or multiple Campylobacter genomes from
paired-end reads. The assembly consists of steps such as trimming of the raw reads and quality control by the
tool Fastp as well as the putting together of the reads to contigs and sca�olds by SPAdes. Some steps
sequentially follow another, requiring the output of the previous step in order to run. This is the case with
Pilon, since it has to run with the contigs from SPAdes. Therefore the pipeline will override the Pilon
request in the case of the user requesting to skip SPAdes but to run Pilon. Vice versa, some functions can be
run independently. For example, trimming reads with Fastp can always be skipped.

In order to condition the pipeline to be able to skip non-essential functions, the input �le variable names are
kept constant throughout the function ‘regular’. This is done by reallocating the outputs out of a function
to the same variable names as the inputs that went into the function. Therefore, if the user wants to skip
trimming Fastp, but run all other functions, the reads �les in the variables ‘input1’ and ‘input2’ will skip the
‘fastp_func’ function untrimmed. Thus, surpassing a non-essential step such as trimming does not cause
problems with variable names.

By calling on each function in if-statements, functions are only run if requested. Had the pipeline required
exact sequential running, as in no non-essential steps existed, then having the ability to skip functions and
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preserving the input variable names would have been a poor idea. In that case, the output of one function
should not be mistaken for the output of another. However, in our case where there are many alternative
ways to run the pipeline, it is an intentional choice. By logging input- and output �le names in the log �le
while also saving all output �les under relevant names in the output directory the steps and changes can still
be traced back.

10.4 A User Friendly Program
The pipeline makes use of the module ‘sys’ which gives the user the option to run the script directly from
the terminal command line, also known as parsing through the command line. The module saves the parsed
arguments in variables that can be used in the script. By parsing the user bene�ts from choosing all options
in one go. The input reads �les, whether assembly is requested or not, or what databases should be used for
AMR-detection are chosen at once, and the pipeline is left to run its course. For experienced users who want
to run a program immediately, this type of non-interactive program is bene�cial and e�cient. With one line
of arguments, separated by a space, the user can run an entire pipeline of functions and receive the outputs
in the location of their choosing, ready for analysis.

For further usability a ‘pre-pipeline’ script which generates a customised command was written. The
pre-pipeline uses a series of prompts in the likes of “Do you want to run Ariba? [yes/no]”, requiring the user
to write an answer or simply press enter to activate the hard coded default answers which are marked with
brackets as in the example. The pre-pipeline has been written so that the input is not case sensitive and
tolerates all answers beginning with ‘y’ or ‘n’. In the case of an invalid answer, the pre-pipeline will continue
asking the same question until a valid response is given. Some prompts require the user to input names of
directories of �les and in these cases the path given is checked to ensure they exist. An inaccurate answer will
generate an error message and exit the pre-pipeline. After all input arguments required to run the pipeline
have been collected, the pre-pipeline prints the generated command and asks the user if they want to run the
pipeline on said command. To avoid mistakes this default answer is ‘no’.

Adding the pre-pipeline ensures that both experienced and inexperienced users are catered to. The
pre-pipeline does not a�ect the usage of the actual pipeline, but provides a separate GUI-like interface
option. To further enhance the user experience, help messages for each input could be incorporated.
Furthermore the pre-pipeline could be modi�ed to, at the user's request, create a new Python �le containing
code for running the generated command. This would allow the user to save a command for future and
repetitive use.

User friendliness also appears in the pipeline in other ways. A curious and aspiring user may adjust the
pipeline to their liking by adding new functions or altering existing ones. The aim was to make the pipeline
as structured and unambiguous as possible. The functions were written with a clear, single purpose.
Structurally they follow each other in logical order as they are de�ned in the script; corresponding to the
order they appear in the executive function ‘regular’ or ‘main’ in which they are called to run. This logical
simplicity allows the user to quickly get an understanding of how the pipeline is structured, and alter it as
they see �t.
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10.5 Global Variables
A global variable is one that is available throughout an entire script. It can therefore be used in functions
without being de�ned as a functional argument. For this reason changing global variables within functions
changes them for the entire program. A local variable, on the other hand, only exists within a function. This
allows for the same variable name to have di�erent values if it is within di�erent functions.

Some of the command line input arguments that were not changed within the script could be made global.
In this way, all parallel runs had the same base requirements in terms of genome size, databases used for
alignment, number of threads available et cetera. The global variables do not a�ect the program when
running a single Campylobacter strain since no variables are changed between functions in this case. All
variables are strain speci�c regardless. In the case of parallel runs at least three variables have to be adjustable.
The output directory path, the forward reads �le and the reverse reads �le all need to be connected to the
strain in the pipeline. Therefore, these three variables were strictly local.

Without global variables a list of strain speci�c variables would be required for most or all twelve arguments,
rather than only for three of them. While this would increase the complexity of the pipeline it would also
make the pipeline more customisable to the user. One could argue that it gives this area room for
improvement. By being able to specify genome size, for example, the pipeline would likely run better with
more than one strain. This could be implemented by allowing a list of genome sizes to be used as command
line arguments, rather than just an integer. In this way the correct genome size could be mapped to the
function ‘regular’ in the same way the �les and strain-speci�c directories are mapped via ‘map_func’ in
‘parallelize’.

11 Running Several Strains in Parallel
A computer is built up of nodes, which themselves are built up of cores. Each core has a set amount of
threads on which processes are run. These parts of the computer can be allocated jobs which they should
perform in a given time (Lundberg 2022). A node job through UPPMAX batch system Slurm then reserves
a whole node to distribute the computational work evenly over all of its cores and their respective threads. If
done right, this increases the e�ciency of a computationally heavy program.

Parallelizing code means that the same program is called times; all of which start simultaneously in theory,𝑛
and almost simultaneously in reality. Let us focus on the theoretical case here. Theoretically, a program that
takes minutes to run will take minutes when running sequentially, meaning once program𝑡 𝑡

𝑡𝑜𝑡
= 𝑛 * 𝑡

is done, program starts. However, when in parallel, all runs take minutes in total.𝑛 − 1 𝑛 𝑛 𝑡

This is in the case of having n threads on the computer in question. When attempting to run the program
more times than there are threads, the time will grow as a multiple of the runs divided by the number of𝑛

threads, . Mathematically it looks like . On the other hand, it will still be a signi�cant𝑚 𝑡
𝑡𝑜𝑡
= 𝑛

𝑚 𝑛 * 𝑡

reduction in time when compared to sequential running, especially when a whole node is accessed. We had
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access to the Snowy cluster on Uppsala University’s super computer UPPMAX. A cluster is a set of nodes.
Snowy has 16 cores per node, and each core has two threads but UPPMAX support recommends to run on
one thread per core. Therefore, the pipeline should be able to run with 16 paired-end Campylobacter read
�les at one time when booking a node, after which another 16 can enter the pipeline.

There are some drawbacks to parallelizing e�ciently. The tailoring of the pipeline is restricted, as arguments
are passed once in the terminal after which these same arguments are applied to all strains equally. Thus, one
cannot assemble one strain and align another, parallely. On the other hand, this increases e�ciency and
reduces the required work and active presence required by the user.

11.1 Crunching the Pipeline Time Span
In theory, running 16 jobs sequentially should take 50 minutes and 8 seconds, based on the average of 3
minutes and 8 seconds it takes the Snowy cluster to run a single sequence. The duration was determined by
comparing the time of creating the output directory to the logged time of �nishing the last ‘info’ function.
This method of measuring the total runtime does not take into consideration the time for concatenating the
info �les to one summation �le in parallel runs, however. On the other hand, it was an e�cient strategy since
they are the �rst and last times logged in the log �les, and should be a relatively fair comparison regardless.

Another restraint to the practical duration tests was that only assembly was run in the pipeline. Since
alignment is non-functioning on UPPMAX this restriction was made for easier and faster testing. Should
the timing look di�erent when running all of the functions in the pipeline it may be due to this. The test
runs were made using multiple copies of the same strain as a control variable. This was done by placing the
paired-end reads �les in their own directory which was then used as input.

Running the ‘parallelize’ function with only one input read pair takes almost 4 minutes. This is a bit of a
time increase compared to the 3 minutes and 8 seconds when running the same input regularly. Two parallel
jobs take around 5 minutes whereas 16 runs of the pipeline in parallel take approximately 26 minutes. The
time comparison between running in parallel and sequentially is illustrated in Figure 4, below. The �gure
assumes exact linearity in the time increase of sequential runs, meaning no pause in between runs.
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Figure 4. Time comparison between sequential and parallel runs of the pipeline when increasing the number of
identical strains as input.

The time increase as the number of strains increases may be due to having to map all �les and directories to
the function ‘regular’ when running in parallel. This adds some steps before actually starting alignment
and/or assembly that sequential running does not require. These steps may explain the theoretical
parallelization time of just over 3 minutes not being reached.

11.2 Disappointing Results Using Realistic Parallel Runs
A late realisation in the project is an issue with running the pipeline in parallel using reads from di�erent
strains. Unfortunately, realistic usage of the pipeline would consist of runs with multiple di�erent strains at
a time, unlike the test cases with copies of the same strain. Time wise, assembling the genome from two
di�erent strains resulted in a signi�cant time increase from 5 to 18 minutes. This may be due to inputting
genome size as an integer rather than a list where each element corresponds to the genome size of a particular
strain. As mentioned under Global Variables in the section The Characteristics of the Pipeline, this is a
potential area for improvement. As long as the order of genome sizes corresponds to the order of the strains
it should be rather easy to map the genome size list to ‘regular’ in the same way as the in�les and strain
speci�c directory are currently mapped through ‘map_func’ in ‘parallelize’. This may resolve the time issue
which currently makes the parallelization almost hard coded to only manage one strain type, or at the very
least one common genome size across strains.

Moreover, pipelining 16 copies created a memory over�ow on UPPMAX which resulted in one of the 16
sequences only reaching the initial reads trimming step before the program �nished. Using too much
memory thus seems to become an issue before a limit in threads is reached. Both the maximum RAM and
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threads available are input arguments into the pipeline and used by the SPAdes function when assembling.
Unfortunately, the parallelization module only takes the maximum amount of threads as input, not the
maximum memory. Memory over�ow was also an issue when running 16 copies of the same strain in
parallel.

It is evident that parallelizing speeds up the pipeline, although not as well as the theory suggests.
Approximately halving the time, as seen in Figure 4, can be meaningful when running hundreds of
sequences. However, the inability to run e�ciently with reads from di�erent strains proves a large drawback
to the parallelization extension to the pipeline. The memory over�ow also needs to be considered as an
obstacle to large parallel runs, at least when running on UPPMAX. If the issue persists after the issue with
multiple strains is solved, an option could be running sequential parallel runs, with for example 10 strains at
a time after each other.

11.3 Parallelizing the program using multithreading
When working on a parallelization strategy, one decision has to be made �rst: the choice between
multiprocessing and multithreading (Ghosh 2019). These are computers mode of operations, describing
two di�erent ways to distribute running processes over time and computer memory. It is possible to
implement parallel programming with both of these, but they are based on di�erent concepts and thus are
not equally well suited to any one task.

Multiprocessing works with processes: separate instances of one program (Ghosh 2019). Processes are
distributed over the computers cores, being each assigned its own memory and variables. Such processes are
unrelated to each other, making sharing information a computation intensive job. It is also quite costly to
spawn new processes, but being separate entities they are interruptible and killable, allowing more control
over the programs run. Altogether, multiprocessing is good for simple, computation-expensive tasks.

Multithreading is in certain ways the opposite of multiprocessing. Instead of processes, it controls threads -
parts of the same process (Ghosh 2019). Being physically assigned the same memory in the CPU, threads
have the bene�t of faster communication between each other and sharing variables, as well the low spawn
cost. That comes, however, at the cost of true parallelization, as avoiding unpredictable outcomes of
allowing several threads to write in the same memory location, Python gives all threads separate permissions
to run, making them unable to utilise several cores of the same processing unit. This is a serious e�ciency
bottleneck that, however, is irrelevant if a program is limited in e�ciency by other parts: for example user
input or network interaction. Overall, multithreading is a better choice for applications, web scripts, and less
computationally intensive programs (Ghosh 2019).

The pipeline does not need any user input throughout the program's run, but requires a lot of network
interaction by its various tools such as ARIBA. Since di�erent threads can take care of di�erent
network-bound tasks, multithreading is considered to be the better alternative. For implementation of
multithreading, the class concurrent.futures.ThreadPoolExecutor is chosen from Python 3’s standard
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library. It is a high-level interface built on top of Python’s base multithreading module, allowing less user
control by combining process threads into pools (Delowar 2020).

11.4 The Output Problem
The �rst versions of the pipeline could take one set of paired-end Campylobacter reads and run all the
functions with these, outputting all �les in one date and time speci�c pipeline directory. To make sure all
outputs ended up in the correct place, the script copied the input �les and changed the location of the user
to the output directory. This way the pipeline could run from there and no outputs had to be moved.

However, this became an issue when parallelizing. Changing the location to each strain-speci�c output
directory would be done in parallel, eventually losing track of where output ended up. The pipeline would
crash when the following function’s input �les could not be found. The solution was to stay in the output
directory speci�c to the pipeline run, but moving all outputs into the strain speci�c directories if no
argument specifying output destination was available with the software. When fetching input �les, the path
through the strain-speci�c directory is included. All outputs were renamed to be strain speci�c as to avoid
mixing up outputs in the parallel runs. The solution therefore acts a bit like an octopus, with its body in the
�nal pipeline run output directory, called ‘�nalpath’ in the code, and its arms going in and out of the strain
speci�c directories, called ‘path’ in the code, to fetch inputs or displace outputs.

12 Output Format and Directory Structure
The pipeline generates a large amount of multilayered output of which it can be hard to keep track. At
higher levels all directories have been mindfully named in order to make navigating the output as painless as
possible.

At the start of each run a directory with a unique name with the syntax “pipeline_output_{date}_{time}” is
created, further referred to as the ‘main directory’ and in the code referred to as ‘�nalpath’. All other output
is placed in this directory, with the exception of the reference data from the databases for use in ARIBA.
This data is placed in the same directory as the main directory, or in other words “next to” the main
directory as shown in Figure 5. This ensures that the databases can be used several times and only have to be
re-downloaded after manual deletion. That is, several runs can access the same download, speeding up the
process. Manual deletion should be done at times to ensure the use of updated databases.

In the main directory, a separate directory is created for each strain. These directories are named after the
short name of the strain (explained in the sub-subsection def shortname() in The Characteristics of the
Pipeline), and all further output �les except the summary of the info.txt �les (which can also be found in the
main directory) are placed in these. The further partition of the strain-speci�c directories is shown in Figure
5, where information about the assembly is saved in a directory named  “{short_name}_assembly” and
information about AMR and virulence detection is saved in the directory “Ariba_output”.  When only
running one genome at a time, neither the strain-speci�c directory nor the info.csv summary is created.
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The genome sequences used for testing the pipeline were downloaded from NCBI. These were zipped using
Gzip (short for GNU Zip, after the operating system on which Linux is based), which is a single �le data
compression software that generates �les with the extension .gz (Stallman 2021, Free Software Foundation,
Inc n.d.). As all tools used in the pipeline are compatible with zipped �les, the raw Illumina output is entered
into the pipeline without unzipping. The sequence output from Fastp, Kraken and ARIBA are zipped as
part of the tools themselves, while the output from SPAdes och Pilon is not.  Other output such as
information about Kraken and ARIBA runs, are in tabular format. The �les “{short_name}_info.csv” and
“report.tsv” use comma-separated values (.csv) and tab-separated values (.tsv) respectively. Furthermore, for
each strain, a text �le named log�le.txt is created containing information about the process and versions of
tools used.

Figure 5: A map of the directory structure of the pipeline output. Stacked boxes indicate that there are several of
that type of file or directory. Boxes outlined in a continuous grey line indicate that they are files, while directories
are outlined with dashed or dotted lines. Directories are colour coordinated to their contents. For example, the
red dotted outline of the main directory matches the red dotted outline surrounding the second row, indicating
that those are the contents of the main directory. The light grey background in which the word ‘multiple’ is
written represents the output when running the pipeline in parallel. The darker grey area - which is split in two -
represents the output when running the pipeline on a single strain. That is, the contents of the third row is placed
directly into the main directory, skipping the contents of the second row.
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13 Concluding Thoughts and Potential Improvement
The aim of this project was to develop a Python-pipeline to run multiple WGS data of Campylobacter at
once. The pipeline was supposed to take raw reads as an input and make an output �le that contains
information regarding the presence and absence of AMR- and virulence-related genes, along with
information on the assemblies and other mid-products. A comprehensive AMR- and virulence database for
future analysis of Campylobacter genomes was also to be suggested.

The Python-pipeline was largely based on SVA’s former Perl-pipeline, but di�ers in many ways. For example,
this pipeline uses the tool Fastp for the sake of trimming the reads instead of Trimmomatic that the old
pipeline used. This pipeline is also able to take multiple strains at once and run them in parallel, although
not as fast as predicted. According to theoretical research and practical analysis, VFDB, CARD, and
MEGARes are suggested as appropriate databases to use in future WGS analysis of Campylobacter, since
these detected the largest amount of virulence or AMR genes. Due to a lack of resources, some of the
requested attributes for the pipeline could not be implemented. There are also several other possible ways to
improve the new pipeline.

The parallelization did not provide the desired speed, possibly due to inputting genome size as an integer
rather than a list where each element corresponds to the genome size of a particular strain. There was also a
memory over�ow caused by limitations of the chosen parallelization module. Before parallelization can be
used in reality, these issues must be addressed.

In the current state of the pipeline, the output of Fastp and SPAdes prints a lot of terminal output re�ecting
the status of the programs, which is not added to the log �le. This terminal output can provide helpful
information regarding error messages, so it could be desirable to have these in the log �le. On the other hand,
this would make the log �le cluttered and more di�cult to read.

An attribute that could not be properly implemented is Pilon, a tool used for improving contigs. Pilon
requires Bowtie2 and the contigs generated by SPAdes as an input. A Pilon function is implemented in the
pipeline, but due to di�culties with Bowtie2 on UPPMAX, the Pilon function could not be tested. It is the
pipeline developers’ belief that Pilon is not functional the way it is currently implemented, but that it should
only be a matter of some minor modi�cations before it is.

Another requested attribute that could not be implemented is the inclusion of MLST (Multilocus Sequence
Typing) and cgMLST (core genome Multilocus Sequence Typing) analysis in the pipeline. Due to a lack of
resources, the implementation of this was not attempted at all, but could be a way to improve the pipeline in
the future.

Nonetheless, the pipeline is well structured, has most of the requested tools, and is easy to run. After
implementing the changes proposed above, the pipeline should be a useful tool for SVA and their project.
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14 Ethical Analysis

14.1 Better Health for Humans and Animals
The purpose of this project is to improve the health of both animals and humans. This is a positive
consequence from our project, since healthy people and animals contribute to a better society. Through our
pipeline, we hope to identify AMR genes and virulence genes in Campylobacter, thus making it possible to
kill the bacteria more e�ectively but also to see if the bacteria even is virulent. Hopefully, this will reduce the
need for antibiotics since we can easily identify if it is necessary or not to use it. By reducing the need for
antibiotics, we can also reduce the antibiotic resistance, which is a grave problem for our society. Antibiotic
resistance is one of the leading causes of death in the world (Thompson 2022) and the death toll will only
rise in the future. Therefore, being able to reduce the use and need for antibiotics should be a priority if we
want to be able to cure bacterial infections in the future.

By reducing the need for antibiotics, we improve the health of humans and animals for the foreseeable
future. For humans, it is important that everyone has the right to good health and that everyone has the
same conditions and possibilities to access good healthcare. Since there is less research and control of the
spreading of Campylobacter in countries with lower socio-economic status (Coker et al. 2002), the risk for
people in developing countries becoming infected increases. Can we ethically defend that we in the western
civilization, who have the resources and technology to decrease the amount of infection in developing
countries, choose not to? Do the humans that live in developing countries not have the same right to a
healthy life, free from Campylobacter infections, as humans living in developed countries? To be able to
decrease the number of people becoming ill from Campylobacter there need to be good hygienic routines,
fresh water that is free from contamination, and information about the importance of thoroughly cooking
animal products. From this project, the goal is also to contribute to better health for animals and the
diagnostics of Campylobacter infection for animals. Humans, and sometimes animals, can get ill from
Campylobacter infection and it is therefore important to prevent this disease so as to reduce the risk of the
disease spreading. Having healthy humans and animals is a great bene�t economically for our society since
we reduce the cost for hospital care but also reduce the risk for animals being slaughtered because of the
infection.

Our project is part of a bigger project by SVA where the purpose is to monitor the spreading of
Campylobacter from chicken to humans. This could lead to a better understanding of virulence factors and
antibiotic resistance in Campylobacter, but also increase the ability to treat the outbreaks and reduce the risk
for humans to be infected. Campylobacter infections are one of the leading causes of  gastrointestinal
infection for humans and the number of people infected continues to grow. Therefore, through our pipeline
and the project that SVA has, we might be able to reduce the amount of people that would be infected by
Campylobacter. As a result, we can improve the health of humans and at the same time reduce the amount of
antibiotics needed to cure animals and humans.
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14.2 Research Ethics
We use programming to create a tool that �nds AMR and virulence genes in Campylobacter. The alternative
to investigate whether Campylobacter contains AMR genes or not with a pipeline is to do it in a laboratory.
If it is done in a lab, there would be no need to sequence the genome, so the time and money spent on
sequencing would be saved. Instead, the sample with bacteria would be used to do, for example, a patch test.
The bacteria would then be spread out over a plate where patches of di�erent types of antibiotics are also
placed. The plate is then incubated for a certain time (for example overnight) to see if the bacteria are able to
grow or not, and thereby the bacteria’s sensitivity to the di�erent antibiotics can be determined. Incubating
the bacteria would take longer than sequencing and running the pipeline. Seen from an environmental
perspective, doing all of these experiments in a lab would lead to more waste. The pipeline is able to run
several genomes of Campylobacter in parallel, which could lead to a longer run-time and require more
computer power. To incubate several plates of di�erent bacteria at the same time would not cause a longer
incubation time, but would require more physical space and a longer execution time (to set up the patch
test). Overall would the laboratory way require more labour when analysing many genomes.

Determining the result is also di�erent in the two alternative methods. The result from the lab provides a
speci�c antibioticum that the bacteria are resistant to, but the result must be determined from looking at the
plate. The human factor plays a greater role in the laboratory than in the pipeline, both in execution and
validating the result. The pipeline tells how similar the gene is to an AMR gene in percentage, but at what
threshold do the bacteria actually become resistant in practice? It is also a risk that our pipeline could be
wrong. How sure can we be that the results we get from running the pipeline are correct? Conclusions
regarding which antibiotics the bacteria are resistant to, and even if the bacteria are resistant or not, could be
wrong. If the results are actually unreliable, then assuming that the results are correct could have
consequences such as ine�ectual treatment for bacterial infection.

Scienti�c research can in many cases be used both for good and for bad which leads to an ethical dilemma
called the “dual-use dilemma” (Miller & Selgelid 2007). In this case, our pipeline might be used for
something other than searching for AMR genes in Campylobacter. Maybe, parts of our pipeline or the
method we use could be used for things like �nding speci�c genes in human genomes. Searching for speci�c
genes in human genomes can be used for good, but can also cause harm. For example, if someone wants to
know if they carry a disease, then it could  be morally justi�able to search for a speci�c gene in their genome
if it is possible. But if someone does not want to know if they carry a certain disease, is it then morally right
to do it anyways, maybe to be able to map the disease or help close relatives that also might carry the disease?

These scenarios raise the question where we draw the line to what we are responsible for happens with the
pipeline in the future. If our pipeline would be used for something else, the new user might see it as that if
there already is an existing and working pipeline, why spend time and money on producing a new one? The
developers would not know or be a�ected by it. From the developers’ perspective, for us that has created the
pipeline in this case, it might not feel right to have produced something that is used for something else in the
future that we can not defend. It is a risk that is di�cult to control. Therefore, it seems reasonable to address
these issues and think of unexpected uses before developing new technology and products, but also to draw
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a line for future responsibilities. Where the line is drawn should be assessed case by case, but the creators can
not be held responsible for all possible future use.
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16 Contribution Statement
The work to create the pipeline was distributed into two main areas: alignment and assembly. Theoretical
work prior to this was performed by all members. Practical and theoretical work in these areas was divided,
placing Alma, Moa and Julia on alignment and Corinne, Elvira and Evelina on assembly.  Parallelization was
incorporated by Julia and Elvira. The log �le was developed by Alma who also created a collective metrics
csv-�le when running the pipeline in parallel.

The report begins with an abstract and conclusion written by Evelina. The abstract is followed by
introduction and background by Corinne and Moa. The section ‘Running the Pipeline’ was written by
Elvira. Alma and Elvira both contributed to writing ‘The Characteristics of the Pipeline’. The comparison
of Python and Perl as programming languages in the section ‘The Popularity of Python as Programming
Language’ was written by Elvira, who along with Corinne also wrote  ‘Assembling a Genome from
Paired-End Reads’ about the assembling capacity of the pipeline.

Julia wrote an analytical section on various alignment tools called ‘Resistance Prediction with Sequence
Alignment Software’. ‘The Pipeline Tools and Where to Find Them’ was a joint e�ort by Moa and Elvira.
‘Validation and Interpretation of ARIBA Results’ was written by Moa and Corinne. A database review by
Alma and Evelina, ‘The Good, the Confusing and the Lack of Updates - A Review of Di�erent Databases’
contributed with both theoretical and practical viewpoints. Julia and Elvira who practically parallelized the
pipeline wrote about this in the section ‘Running Several Strains in Parallel’. Alma wrote ‘Output Format
and Directory Structure’. The illustrations not referencing elsewhere were also created by Alma. The
conclusion was written by Evelina to tie the report together. Finally, an ethical analysis by Corinne and Moa
was included.

All members contributed feedback for each other on the report.

The poster was graphically produced by Alma, while Julia, Evelina and Elvira were responsible for the
content.
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Appendix A1: Test Files Used For Practical Analysis
Files used for practical analysis of genome assembly
All �les are Campylobacter whole genome sequencing paired-end reads from an Illumina sequencing
machine, downloaded from NCBI.
SRR18825428, SRR19139723

Files used for practical analysis of databases:
All �les are whole genome Illumina MiSeq of Campylobacter jejuni and Campylobacter coli downloaded
from NCBI.
ERR7125093, ERR7127745,  SRR18976947, SRR19034040, SRR19070329, SRR19086698,
SRR19087437, SRR19101688, ERR7125093, ERR7127745,  SRR18982368, SRR19070059,
SRR19086198, SRR19086814, SRR19101542, SRR19105743, ERR7127741, SRR18982368,
SRR19070059, SRR19086198, SRR19086814, SRR19101542, SRR19105743, ERR7127741,
SRR18825428, SRR18982379, SRR19070064, SRR19086282, SRR19087293, SRR19101548,
ERR7127742, SRR18825428, SRR18982379, SRR19070064, SRR19086282, SRR19087293,
SRR19101548, ERR7127742, SRR18968634, SRR18989490, SRR19070069, SRR19086614,
SRR19087433, SRR19101551, ERR7127743, SRR18968634, SRR18989490, SRR19070069,
SRR19086614, SRR19087433, SRR19101551, ERR7127743, SRR18972756, SRR19028295,
SRR19070320, SRR19086678, SRR19087435, SRR19101686, ERR7127744, SRR18972756,
SRR19028295, SRR19070320, SRR19086678, SRR19087435, SRR19101686, ERR7127744,
SRR18976947, SRR19034040, SRR19070329, SRR19086698, SRR19087437, SRR19101688
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Appendix B1: AMR_Assembly_Pipeline.py
from datetime import datetime

import gzip

import pandas as pd

import os

import re

import sys

import concurrent.futures as future

import glob

"""

HI  AND  WELCOME  TO  THE _____

____  _ ____  _____  _     _ __   _  _____

|  _ \| |  _ \|  ___|| |   | |  \ | ||  ___|

| |_) | | |_) | |__  | |   | |   \| || |___

|  __/| |  __/| |___ | |___| | |\ \ || |___

|_|   |_|_|   |_____||_____|_| | \__||_____|

UU x SVA

Before running:

* Make sure all tools mentioned in the sections 'The pipeline tools and where

to find them' are installed properly.

* Hard code the paths to the SPAdes-tool and Minikraken2 database in the

function 'regular'

*************Now you should be ready to test the pipeline!*************

Start by parsing the following command through the terminal, choosing only one

option in each case:

'python AMR_Assembly_Pipeline.py infile1/directory infile2/None here/path

trim/notrim kraken/nokraken ariba/noariba [databases] wanted_coverage genome_size

pilon/nopilon threads RAM'

"""

'''OPTIONS: must be in order'''

# - infile1 / directory: enter a directory to multiple short read files to run the

pipeline in

# parallel. Will use same wanted coverage, however!

# - infile2 / None: enter None if a directory was entered as infile1.

# - here/path: Where should all outputs be saved? If 'here' a new directory is

created in

# the current directory. If a path is given the output will be saved there.

# - trim/notrim: trim means we run fastp, notrim means that we don't.

# - kraken/nokraken: choose whether kraken should be run or not.

# - ariba/noariba: choose whether to align AMR-genes with ariba.
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# - [databases]: list of AMR-databases for ariba, without spaces.

[argannot,card,megares,plasmidfinder,resfinder,srst2_argannot,vfdb_core,virulencef

inder]

# - wanted_coverage: what coverage is requested? If 0, no assembly is performed.

# - genome_size: what is the genome size of the organism?

# - pilon/nopilon: choose whether to run pilon or not. Does not run if no spades

(0 wanted coverage).

''' THIS VERSION CANNOT RUN PILON.'''

# - threads: maximum threads available.

# - RAM: maximum RAM available.

"""

REFERENCE:

The work of third year students at the Master's Programme in Molecular

Biotechnology Engineering (X) at Uppsala University 2022.

GitHub: https://github.com/elvirazetterberg/AMR_Assembly_Pipeline.git

Contributors: Alma Nilsson, Corinne Olivero, Elvira Zetterberg, Evelina Andersson,

Julia Sulyaeva, Moa Qvarnlof

"""

def directory(date, time, here):

''' Function to create directory where all outputs from the pipeline are

placed.

Date and time specific'''

# Change the format of time from eg. 09:13:07.186006 to 09h13m07s

stringtime = time[:2]+'h'+time[3:5]+'m'+time[6:8]+'s'

# Choose path of directory

if not here:

log_parse('You requested to save all output files in another directory.')

path = new_location

else:

path = os.getcwd()

# Rename directory with date and time

namedir = 'pipeline_output_' + date + '_' + stringtime

finalpath = os.path.join(path, namedir)

os.mkdir(finalpath)

return finalpath

def currenttime():

'''Function that returns a string with the current time.'''

time = str(datetime.time(datetime.now()))

return time
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def shortname(filename):

'''Function that take a filename and returns a shorter version

including only the first continuous word-number sequence.'''

splitit = filename.split('/')

name = splitit[-1]

short = re.search('[a-zA-Z0-9]+', name).group()

return short

def create_log(path, time, date, infile1, infile2):

lines = f'                                              \n\

HI  AND  WELCOME  TO  THE _____         \n\

____  _ ____  _____  _     _ __   _  _____     \n\

|  _ \| |  _ \|  ___|| |   | |  \ | ||  ___|    \n\

| |_) | | |_) | |__  | |   | |   \| || |___     \n\

|  __/| |  __/| |___ | |___| | |\ \ || |___     \n\

|_|   |_|_|   |_____||_____|_| | \__||_____|    \n\

\n\

UU x SVA                        \n\n\n'

lines += 15*'-' + 'LOGFILE' + 15*'-' + '\n\n'

lines += f'Pipeline called with following arguments:\n'

lines += f'\t infile1: {infile1}, infile2: {infile2}, new_location:

{new_location},\n'

lines += f'\t run_fastp: {run_fastp}, kraken: {kraken}, ariba: {ariba},

db_ariba: {db_ariba}, wanted_coverage: {wanted_coverage},\n'

lines += f'\t genome_size: {genome_size}, pilon: {pilon}, threads:

{threads}\n\n'

lines += f'The following packages and versions used:\n'

lines += os.popen("conda list | awk '/^python /{print

$1\"\t\"$2}'").read().strip() + '\n'

lines += os.popen("conda list | awk '/^fastp /{print

$1\"\t\"$2}'").read().strip() + '\n'

lines += os.popen("conda list | awk '/^kraken2 /{print

$1\"\t\"$2}'").read().strip() + '\n'

lines += os.popen("conda list | awk '/^spades /{print

$1\"\t\"$2}'").read().strip() + '\n'

lines += os.popen("conda list | awk '/^bowtie2 /{print

$1\"\t\"$2}'").read().strip() + '\n'

lines += os.popen("conda list | awk '/^ariba /{print

$1\"\t\"$2}'").read().strip() + '\n\n'

lines += f'New directory created with the adress {path}\n'

lines += f'Directory created at {time} on {date}\n'

lines += 'All outputs will be saved in the new directory.\n\n'

log_parse(lines, path)

return

def log_parse(string, logpath):

time = currenttime()
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os.system(f"echo {time}: '{string}\n' >> {logpath}/{logname}")

return

def ariba_func(path, infile1, infile2):

for db_name in db_ariba:

log_parse(f' Starting ariba with {db_name}', path)

if os.path.exists(f'{base_dir}/out.{db_name}.fa'): #if databases already

downloaded

log_parse(f'Database {db_name} already downloaded', path)

os.system(f"rm -rf {base_dir}/out.run.{db_name}") # OBS need warning?

else: # if database not downloaded.

os.system(f"rm -rf {base_dir}/out.{db_name}*")

log_parse(f'Downloading database {db_name}', path)

os.system(f"ariba getref {db_name} {base_dir}/out.{db_name} >>

{path}/{logname}")

log_parse(f'Preparing references with prefix out.{db_name}', path)

os.system(f"ariba prepareref -f {base_dir}/out.{db_name}.fa -m

{base_dir}/out.{db_name}.tsv {base_dir}/out.{db_name}.prepareref >>

{path}/{logname}") # samma här m >>

log_parse(f'Running ariba on {db_name}', path)

os.system(f"ariba run {base_dir}/out.{db_name}.prepareref {infile1}

{infile2} {path}/out.run.{db_name} >> {path}/{logname}")

os.system(f"mkdir {path}/Ariba_output")     # Making dir to ensure output is

not in main dir

os.system(f"mv {path}/out.* {path}/Ariba_output")  # No other names start with

out. , right?

log_parse(f'Ariba done.\n', path)

return

def fastp_func(path, infile1, infile2, common_name):

'''Function that takes two raw reads fastq files, one forward (1, right) and

one reverse(2, left)

and returns two trimmed fastq files as well as quality control

documentation.'''

log_parse(f'Fastp started with {infile1} and {infile2}\n', path)

outfile1 = f'out_fastp_{common_name}_1.fq.gz'

outfile2 = f'out_fastp_{common_name}_2.fq.gz'

html = f'out_fastp_{common_name}.html'

json = f'out_fastp_{common_name}.json'

fastpinput = f'fastp -i {infile1} -I {infile2} -o {outfile1} -O {outfile2} -h

{html} -j {json}'

os.system(fastpinput)
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log_parse(f'Fastp complete. Four output files returned:\n{outfile1}

\n{outfile2} \n{html} \n{json} \n', path)

# Move to output folder

if path != finalpath:

os.system(f'mv {outfile1} {outfile2} {html} {json} {path}')

outpath1 = f'{path}/{outfile1}'

outpath2 = f'{path}/{outfile2}'

return outpath1, outpath2

def kraken_func(path, infile1, infile2, common_name, path_kraken):

''' Function that runs Kraken on two raw reads fastq files, one forward (1,

right) and one reverse(2, left),

in order to assign taxonomic labels to the sequences'''

log_parse(f'Kraken started with {infile1} and {infile2} as input with

{threads} threads available \n', path)

kraken_output = f'out_kraken_{common_name}.out'

kraken_report = f'report_kraken_{common_name}.report'

krakeninput = f'kraken2 --db {path_kraken} --threads {threads} --output

{kraken_output} --report {kraken_report} --paired {infile1} {infile2}'

os.system(krakeninput)

lines = f'Kraken run finished. Two output files returned:\n'

lines += f'{kraken_output} \n{kraken_report}\n'

log_parse(lines, path)

# Move to output folder

if path != finalpath:

os.system(f'mv {kraken_output} {kraken_report} {path}')

def reads_for_coverage(path, fastq_file):

'''Function that checks whether the requested coverage can be reached with the

input

files, returning the maximum coverage if this is not the case.'''

log_parse(f'Running: reads_for_coverage', path)

bases_needed = int(wanted_coverage*genome_size/2)

log_parse(f'To achieve {wanted_coverage} X, {bases_needed} bases are needed

from each fastq-file\n', path)

log_parse(f'Checking if wanted coverage can be achieved...\n', path)

total_bases = 0

read_counter = 0

row_counter = 1 # goes between 1 and 4
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with gzip.open(fastq_file, 'rt') as file:

for line in file:

if '@' in line:

lenlist = re.findall('(length=[1-9]+)', line)

if len(lenlist) > 0:

lenlist2 = lenlist[0].split('=')

readlength = int(lenlist2[1])

total_bases += readlength

elif readlength == 0 and row_counter == 2:

readlength = len(line)

total_bases += readlength

elif row_counter == 4:

readlength = 0

read_counter += 1

# Give log output if the coverage can be achieved

if total_bases >= bases_needed:

log_parse(f'Coverage can be reached! It amounts to {read_counter}

reads from fastq_1 which is {total_bases} bases\n\n', path)

coverage = wanted_coverage

break

row_counter = row_counter%4 + 1 # makes the counter loop between 1 and

4

# Give log output if the coverage CANNOT be achieved, and estimate new

coverage

if total_bases < bases_needed:

log_parse(f'There are not enough bases to achieve {wanted_coverage} X

coverage.\n"', path)

available_coverage = int((2*total_bases)/genome_size)

log_parse( f'Using an estimated coverage of {available_coverage} X instead

which amounts to {read_counter} reads and {total_bases} bases from fastq_1\n\n',

path)

coverage = available_coverage

reads_needed = read_counter

log_parse( f'Function finished.\nOutputs: coverage {coverage}, reads needed

{reads_needed}\n\n', path)

return coverage, reads_needed

def shorten_fastq(path, fastq1_file, fastq2_file, reads_needed, common_name):

'''Function that shortens the fastq files to only be long enough to reach

the requested coverage.'''
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log_parse(f'Shorten_fastq started.\n', path)

log_parse(f'Shortening {fastq1_file} and {fastq2_file} to only match wanted

coverage.\n\n', path)

lines_needed = reads_needed*4

newname1 = f'X_{common_name}_1.fastq.gz'

newname2 = f'X_{common_name}_2.fastq.gz'

newpath1 = f'{path}/{newname1}'

newpath2 = f'{path}/{newname2}'

with gzip.open(fastq1_file, 'rt') as trim_me: # maybe change to 'rb'

newfile = ''

for i, line in enumerate(trim_me):

newfile += line

if i == lines_needed:

break

with gzip.open(newpath1, 'wt') as one:

one.write(newfile)

with gzip.open(fastq2_file, 'rt') as trim_me:

newfile = ''

for i, line in enumerate(trim_me):

newfile += line

if i == lines_needed:

break

with gzip.open(newpath2, 'wt') as one:

one.write(newfile)

log_parse( f'Shortening complete.\nOutputs: {newname1}, {newname2}.\n\n',

path)

return newpath1, newpath2

def spades_func(path, file1, file2, path_spades, common_name):

'''Function that runs SPAdes to assemble contigs from short reads.'''

log_parse('SPAdes started\n', path)

# To make sure X_spades output is in the correct output directory.

# Pilon output will also be added here

assembly_path = f'{path}/{common_name}_assembly'

# commandline = '#SBATCH -p node -n 1 \n'

commandline = f'python {path_spades}/spades.py --careful -o {assembly_path}

--pe1-1 {file1} --pe1-2 {file2} -t {threads} -m {RAM}'

os.system(commandline)

#"spades.py --careful -o $filename1_short\_$wanted_coverage\X_spades --pe1-1

$read1_output --pe1-2 $read2_output -t $threads_available -m $RAM_available"
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# rename from contigs.fasta to fasta to work with pilon

os.system(f'cp {assembly_path}/contigs.fasta

{assembly_path}/{common_name}.fasta')

log_parse( f'"contigs.fasta"-file copied and renamed to be called

"{common_name}.fasta"', path)

log_parse('SPAdes finished.\n', path)

log_parse(f'All output files can be found here: {assembly_path}\n\n', path)

return assembly_path

def pilon_func(path, fastafile, fasta1, fasta2, common_name, assembly_path):

'''Function that runs Pilon on contigs-file from SPAdes to

polish and assemble further.'''

os.chdir(assembly_path) # Cannot change directory when parallel.

log_parse('Pilon started', path)

log_parse(f'Input files: {fastafile}, {fasta1}, {fasta2}', path)

bowtie_build = f'bowtie2-build -f --threads {threads} --quiet {fastafile}

{common_name}'

os.system(bowtie_build)

# inputs the two shortened fasta-files, if available

bowtie = f'bowtie2 -x {common_name} -1 {fasta1} -2 {fasta2} -S

{common_name}.sam --phred33 --very-sensitive-local --no-unal -p {threads}'

os.system(bowtie)

os.system(f'samtools view -bh {common_name}.sam > {common_name}.bam')

os.system(f'samtools sort {common_name}.bam -o {common_name}.sorted.bam')

os.system(f'samtools index {common_name}.sorted.bam')

time = currenttime()+'\n'

log_parse( f'Pilon 1.24 started at {time}', path)

os.system(f'pilon --genome {common_name}.fasta --frags

{common_name}.sorted.bam --output {common_name}.pilon --changes --threads

{threads}')

log_parse(f'Pilon finished\n', path)

log_parse( f'Corrected fasta file created: {common_name}.pilon.fasta', path)

return

def info(path, spades_assembly):

'''Function that uses an assembly-file from SPAdes of Pilon

and returns the metrics of that assembly.'''
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# Output som pandas table for att satta ihop alla strains till en sammanstalld

csv-fil,

# och varje strain till var sin csv-fil

os.chdir(path)

log_parse( 'Looking at the metrics of assembly_fasta\n', path)

number_of_contigs, bases_in_contig, total_bases = 0, 0, 0

contig_lengths = []

non_base, number_AT, number_GC = 0, 0, 0

contigs_over_1000 = 0

# Loop through and get metrics

with open(spades_assembly, 'r') as s:

for line in s:

if '>' in line:

number_of_contigs += 1

total_bases += bases_in_contig

if bases_in_contig != 0:

contig_lengths.append(bases_in_contig)

if bases_in_contig >= 1000:

contigs_over_1000 += 1

bases_in_contig = 0 # resets

else:

bases_in_contig += len(line)

for base in line:

if base == 'A' or base == 'T':

number_AT += 1

elif base == 'G' or base == 'C':

number_GC += 1

else:

non_base += 1

log_parse( f'The number of contigs: {number_of_contigs}, the total number of

bases: {total_bases}\n', path)

contig_lengths.sort()

longest = contig_lengths[-1]

log_parse(  f'Longest contig: {longest}\n', path)

log_parse(  f'Contigs longer than 1 kb: {contigs_over_1000}', path)

# N50

temp = 0

for length in contig_lengths:

temp += length

N_50 = length

if temp >= (total_bases/2):
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break

log_parse( f'N50: {N_50}\n', path)

# GC-content

GC = round(number_GC*100/(number_GC + number_AT),2)

log_parse( f'The GC-content of the sequence is {GC}%. {non_base} non-base

characters were excluded from GC-calculation\n', path)

log_parse( f'-----------------------Metrics finished-----------------------',

path)

# PLACE ALL INFO IN PANDAS TABLE

data = {'Total nr bases': total_bases, 'Nr contigs': number_of_contigs,

'Longest contig': longest,

'Nr contigs > 1kb': contigs_over_1000, 'N50':N_50, 'GC-content': GC}

info_df = pd.DataFrame(data=data, index=[0])

return info_df

def regular(path, infile1, infile2):

'''Function that runs the regular pipeline. This function is called from the

parallelize

function in the case of calling the pipeline with a directory of multiple

reads files.

Requires an output path, a forward file (1), a reverse file (2) as well as

other predetermined

parameters'''

#os.chdir(finalpath)

time = currenttime()

date = str(datetime.date(datetime.now()))

#                   |  |

#                   |  |

#                 __|  |__

#                 \      /

#                  \    /

#                   \  /

#                    \/

################################################

# CHANGE THESE PATHS TO FIT YOUR DOWNLOADS! :D

################################################

path_tools = '/proj/uppmax2022-2-14/private/campy_pipeline/assembly/verktyg'

path_spades = path_tools + '/SPAdes-3.15.4-Linux/bin'

path_kraken = path_tools + '/minikraken2_v1_8GB'

################################################

# NO MORE MODIFICATIONS NEEDED (HOPEFULLY)
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################################################

os.system(f'cp {infile1} {infile2} {path}')

# if path for infiles has been sent in, then shorten the names. Otherwise there

will be no change.

f1 = infile1.split('/')[-1]

f2 = infile2.split('/')[-1]

common_name = shortname(f1)

infile1 = f'{path}/{f1}'

infile2 = f'{path}/{f2}'

# Create log file

create_log(path, time, date, infile1, infile2)

# Ariba

if ariba:

header= '\n'+'='*15 +'ARIBA'+ '='*15 +'\n'

log_parse(header, path)

ariba_func(path, infile1, infile2)

#os.system("ariba summary out_sum out.run.*/report.tsv") #change from v5

# Fastp

if run_fastp:

header= '\n'+'='*15 +'FASTP'+ '='*15 +'\n'

log_parse(header, path)

outfile1_trim, outfile2_trim = fastp_func(path, infile1, infile2,

common_name)

infile1 = outfile1_trim

infile2 = outfile2_trim

# Kraken

if kraken:

header= '\n'+'='*15 +'KRAKEN'+ '='*15 +'\n'

log_parse(header, path)

kraken_func(path, infile1, infile2, common_name, path_kraken)

# Number of reads to match the wanted coverage

if run_spades:

header= '\n'+'='*15 +'READS FOR COVERAGE, SPADES'+ '='*15 +'\n'

log_parse(header, path)

coverage, reads_needed = reads_for_coverage(path, infile1)

else:

coverage = 0

# Shortening fastq-files if the coverage can be reached with less

if coverage > wanted_coverage:
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outfile1_shorten, outfile2_shorten = shorten_fastq(path, infile1, infile2,

reads_needed, common_name)

infile1 = outfile1_shorten

infile2 = outfile2_shorten

# Spades

if run_spades:

header= '\n'+'='*15 +'SPADES'+ '='*15 +'\n'

log_parse(header, path)

assembly_path = spades_func(path, infile1, infile2, path_spades,

common_name)

#Pilon

if pilon:

header= '\n'+'='*15 +'PILON'+ '='*15 +'\n'

log_parse(header, path)

fastafile = f'{assembly_path}/{common_name}.fasta'

log_parse("Pilon currently not functional. Continuing without running.")

# pilon_func(path, fastafile, infile1, infile2, common_name,

assembly_path)

# Info/metrics

if run_spades:

header= '\n'+'='*15 +'INFO/METRICS, SPADES'+ '='*15 +'\n'

log_parse(header, path)

from_spades = f'{assembly_path}/{common_name}.fasta'

info_df = info(path, from_spades)

info_df.to_csv(header = True, path_or_buf =

f'{path}/{common_name}_info.csv')

return 1

def map_func(dir, f):

'''Function to map regular to files and directory when running in parallel'''

return regular(dir, f[0], f[1])

def parallelize(finalpath, file_directory):

'''Function that takes a directory of forward and reverse files to run the

pipeline with in parallel. Also takes a final path to the collective

directory'''

os.chdir(file_directory)

os.system(f"ls *.gz > input.txt")

# go back

os.chdir(base_dir)

dirlist = []
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files = []

with open(f'{file_directory}/input.txt', 'r') as inp:

linelist = inp.readlines()

for i in range(0, len(linelist), 2):

common_name = shortname(linelist[i])

path = f'{finalpath}/{common_name}'

os.mkdir(path)

dirlist.append(path)

f1 = linelist[i].strip('\n')

f2 = linelist[i+1].strip('\n')

files.append((f'{file_directory}/{f1}', f'{file_directory}/{f2}'))

with future.ThreadPoolExecutor() as ex:

results = ex.map(map_func, dirlist, files)

os.chdir(finalpath)

# Creating combined info-files for parallellized genomes, currently names are

last but works.

if run_spades:

finalname="sum_info"

all_filenames = [i for i in glob.glob(f'{finalpath}/*/*info.csv')]

combined_csv = pd.concat([pd.read_csv(f) for f in all_filenames ], axis=0)

just_names = [name.split('/')[-1].split('_')[0] for name in all_filenames]

combined_csv["Genome Name"] = just_names

combined_csv.to_csv(path_or_buf= f'{finalpath}/{finalname}.csv',

index=False, encoding='utf-8-sig')

def main():

"""

path/to/file1 path/to/file2 here nopar notrim nokraken ariba [db1, db2] 0 size

nopilon thr ram

"""

global new_location, run_fastp, kraken, ariba, db_ariba, wanted_coverage,

genome_size, pilon, threads, RAM, run_spades, finalpath, logname, base_dir

infile1 = sys.argv[1] #

infile2 = sys.argv[2]

here = sys.argv[3].lower() == 'here' # will ask for directory location if

False

new_location = sys.argv[3]

run_fastp = sys.argv[4].lower() == 'trim' # will run fastp if True

kraken = sys.argv[5].lower() == 'kraken'

ariba = sys.argv[6].lower() == 'ariba'

db_ariba = sys.argv[7][1:-1].strip(" ").split(',')

wanted_coverage = int(sys.argv[8]) # if wanted coverage == 0, then don't run

spades

genome_size = int(sys.argv[9])

pilon = sys.argv[10].lower() == 'pilon'

threads = sys.argv[11]

RAM = sys.argv[12]
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run_spades = wanted_coverage != 0

if pilon and run_spades == False: # Since pilon requires spades output, this

pilon = False

# Let's start this pipeline!

logname = 'logfile.txt'

time = currenttime()

date = str(datetime.date(datetime.now()))

base_dir = os.getcwd()

# make directory for output

finalpath = directory(date, time, here)

if os.path.isdir(infile1):

parallelize(finalpath, infile1)

#os.system("ariba summary out.sum out.run.*/report.tsv")

else:

regular(finalpath, infile1, infile2)

if __name__ == '__main__':

main()
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Appendix B2: Prepipeline.py
import os

import subprocess as sp

"""

HI  AND  WELCOME  TO  THE

____  ____  _____    ____  _ ____  _____  _     _ __   _  _____

|  _ \|  _ \| ____|  |  _ \| |  _ \|  ___|| |   | |  \ | ||  ___|

| |_) | |_) | |__    | |_) | | |_) | |__  | |   | |   \| || |___

|  __/|    /| |___   |  __/| |  __/| |___ | |___| | |\ \ || |___

|_|   |_|\_\|_____|  |_|   |_|_|   |_____||_____|_| | \__||_____|

COMMAND GENERATOR!

This script generates a command in the following format:

'python assembly_pipeline_v8.py infile1/directory infile2/None here/path

trim/notrim kraken/nokraken ariba/noariba wanted_coverage genome_size

pilon/nopilon threads'

And will start the pipeline with the generated command if wanted.

REFERENCE:

The work of third year students at the Master's Programme in Molecular

Biotechnology Engineering (X) at Uppsala University 2022.

GitHub: https://github.com/elvirazetterberg/AMR_Assembly_Pipeline.git

Contributors: Alma Nilsson, Corinne Olivero, Elvira Zetterberg, Evelina Andersson,

Julia Sulyaeva, Moa Qvarnlöf

"""

def while_yn(string, default_ans):

ans=""

yes_or_no = False

while yes_or_no==False:

ans=input(string) or default_ans

yes_or_no = ans.lower().startswith("y") or ans.lower().startswith("n")

if yes_or_no==False:

print(f"Please answer 'yes' or 'no'. Giver answer '{ans}' does not

satisfy the criteria.")

return ans

def while_not_nr(string, default_ans):

ans=""

is_nr = False

while is_nr==False:

ans=input(string) or default_ans
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is_nr = ans.isnumeric()

if is_nr==False:

print(f"Giver answer '{ans}' is not numeric. Please try again.")

return ans

def command_generator(frst,scnd,one_or_sev):

#Check path for input and check if files exist:

path=input(f"If not in current directory, please input absolute path for

{one_or_sev}. Otherwise press ENTER: ") or sp.getoutput("pwd")

print("Current directory:",path)

file_ex = sp.getoutput(f' [ {path}/{frst} ] && echo "File exist" || echo "File

does not exist"')

if file_ex!="File exist":

exit(f'Could not find "{frst}". Exiting.')

# Check if output should be in current directory

pos=input("If you want to change the path for the output directory, please

enter output path. Otherwise press ENTER: ") or "here"

# Check what tools are wanted, default is nothing

for tool in tools:

t=while_yn(f"Do you want to run {tool}? y/[n]:\t", "no")

if t.lower().startswith("y"):

chosen_tools.append(tool.lower())

else:

chosen_tools.append(f"no{tool.lower()}")

if "fastp" in chosen_tools: # special case: fastq is called using the word

"trim"

chosen_tools[0]="trim"

global chosen_db

# If ariba, Check what databases are wanted

if "ariba" in chosen_tools:

print("On what databases do you wish to run Ariba?")

for db in databases:

t=while_yn(f"Do you want to run {db}? y/[n]:\t", "no")

if t.lower().startswith("y"):

chosen_db+=db.lower()+','

chosen_db=chosen_db[:-1]

chosen_db+=']'

# Checking parameters for assebly, if none given default is 0

cov=input

cov=while_not_nr("What coverage is requested? If 0, no assembly is

performed.\t", "0")

gen_siz=while_not_nr("What is the genome size of your organism?\t", "0")

if cov!=0:

pilon=while_yn("Do you wish to run pilon? y/[n]\t", "no")+ "pilon"

if pilon.lower().startswith("y"): # not working for some reason
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pilon="pilon"

threads=while_not_nr("Please write the maximum threads available:\t", "0")

# Compiling the info into the command, one for the case of several genomes and

one for a singular gneome

if one_or_sev=="directory":

command=f"AMR_Assembly_Pipeline.py {path}/{frst} {scnd} {pos}

{chosen_tools[0]} "+\

f"{chosen_tools[1]} {chosen_tools[2]} {chosen_db} {cov} {gen_siz}

{pilon} {threads}"

else:

command=f"AMR_Assembly_Pipeline.py {path}/{frst} {path}/{scnd} {pos}

{chosen_tools[0]} "+\

f"{chosen_tools[1]} {chosen_tools[2]} {chosen_db} {cov} {gen_siz}

{pilon} {threads}" #if they enter the filename this is innacurate

command += " " + while_not_nr("What amount of RAM is needed?","0")

return  command

def main():

print(f" \n\n\

____  ____  _____    ____  _ ____  _____  _     _ __   _  _____  \n\

|  _ \|  _ \| ____|  |  _ \| |  _ \|  ___|| |   | |  \ | ||  ___| \n\

| |_) | |_) | |__    | |_) | | |_) | |__  | |   | |   \| || |___  \n\

|  __/|    /| |___   |  __/| |  __/| |___ | |___| | |\ \ || |___  \n\

|_|   |_|\_\|_____|  |_|   |_|_|   |_____||_____|_| | \__||_____| \n\n\

\

COMMAND  GENERATOR  FOR  ASSEMBLY, & AMR  &  VIRULENCE  DETECTION\n\n")

# VARIABLES:

global tools, chosen_tools, databases, chosen_db

tools=["fastp","Kraken", "Ariba"]

chosen_tools=[]

databases=["ncbi","megares","plasmidfinder","card",

"srst2_argannot","argannot","resfinder","virulencefinder","vfdb_core","vfdb_full"]

chosen_db='['

# START OF COMMAND GENERATION:

sev=while_yn("Do you wish to run several genomes? [y]/n:\t", "yes")

if sev.lower().startswith("y"):

directory=input("Please input name of directory containing genomes: ") or

exit("No name given. Exiting.")

command=command_generator(directory,"None","directory")

else:

name=input("please enter the name (ID) of your strain:

").replace("_2.fastq.gz","").replace("_1.fastq.gz","") or exit("No name given.

Exiting.")

command=command_generator(name+"_1.fastq.gz",name+"_2.fastq.gz","genome")
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a=while_yn(f"Your command is: \n {command}\n\nDo you wish to run the pipeline

imemdiately? y/[n]","no")

if a.lower is "y":

os.system(command)

else:

print("Command generation finished. Bye!")

if __name__ == '__main__':

main()
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